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• University planning
Hutchinson discusses past, present, future
UMaine President Fred
Hutchinson. (Kiesow photo.)
By Matt Wockertheiser
Staff Writer
University of Mane Ptesidese
Fred Flustimon officially rejoined
die university on April 1.1993.
He den proceeded to plot a
cour .? of economic survival for the
uni servo) vatuch17111.k raany chang-
es According to Mx.... xenon, chang-
es will continue to occur, hopefully
for the better.
When Hutchinson arrived, he
didn't have any preset goals or expec-
Whore
"I have never been car to vet vay
many goals. particularly long-range
goals.- Hutchinson said. 1 don't feel
. , ...•
ward trir everyone think I m a
good listener.-
Huktinson fed a same of direc-
tion ernerpsi hem hstening. particu-
%ay wirduled -town amain's-
held at die university.
At first he kit thine was a need
for him to visit communities in
Maine. re-establishing connections
around the use.
He trickly realized deough lis-
tening to people on campus there
sae other priorities for the Ems year.
fluidemon saw his imargeratioe
as an opportunity to make a state-
ment reprding thr direction L'Maine
would take.
-That's when I carne out with the
fact that we war going to radix the
size of the institutiork- he said.
Hutchinson aid his staff hoped
that by. reducing size and keeping die
incoming funds constant. quality of
die univality would unpnwe
-That's what led to the whole
Jost rsiir Lni.rpt and the pro-
cess we went through,- Hutchinson
explained.
Hutchinson's team's &went-
mg plan was kept secret until it was
compkte.
-Then die enure package .izas re-
leased According to Huschinsax this
CU beck die amount of nitpicking
ova small desaih
'home was still some flak. how-
ever.
'Ile plan had 70 actions in it- we
emdesonspeopleurthippy.-hes said.
. k take three years incomplete
the entire plan. but according to
litiaturison. once this pkt-tr in place.
downstnng probably won't occur
again at L'Maine for a while
While downsizing may have been
the buzzword for the 1993 spring
semester. qualny- ernprovement may
be the new term to be tried.
Hutchinson and his staff real-
tied that about 700 students in the
top 20 percent of their high school
:lasses had applied to UManr. had
been accepted, but decided to di-
tend other colleges.
To help stract these students.
Hutcrwrain's team found a half mil-
ks dollars and offered students in die
top 10 percent of their graduating
class a $2,003 scholarship, those in
the top 1.1 pacers 51.000 if they
came to UMaine. that is.
Over 250 online students decid-
ed to mend UMaine
1 am not imerated in being high-
ly selective. not at all.- Huoctenson
said. lag my impression is that hs-
• Rape and Sexual Assault &easiness Week
Campus examines issues of rape
By Deanna L Parttidge
Son 16fritsr
The Uelvasity of Meer's sh-
oed Rape and Sexual Assault
Awanmess Week lacks off today
at noon. Mathes this week will
Maude ans. pimel discumiciek
shay team and he eadiional
condi awl melba& riga.
Sens Solit is a psychology
and human dmelopment double
majors White Sbe joined Rape
Response Service a Bangor, one
of he mope coreaseats to he
euesmameminsekayenrago. Pasta
lerjob as me shwa is sem%
licollsie ads Wm victims of
imps aid semi amok tad meet
hem ma hospital if occanavy.
"As a member of Rape Re-
sponse eel as a student, it is really
apperent to me that the majonty of
calls we get are hue students mod
people who me amocieed with She
Univissity." Smith said.
Rape and mud mat* an ms
unique so the college community. but
aillageege seekers are in the higb-
ilk age pomp for some ark. ao-
=in to Shai C.onsins. pagan
comatose lot Clops Livis sod
%don Heidi Services.
"lhe mad mot likely tie is
ilk fix a swesse sae aped is dim*
herfultaimearmaillege..The inue
Wady time is he WM= folosoing
high dad 'ethnics. Papsisa sad
are at his cam as II tin every
asps: Camino mid.
The mimes, held hem' de
first ha week of dims. serve as so
may ineochicsioe to We sway kom
home for modem new walker sod
also as a reminder to teem* as-
dais.
"'Nseunaville there is a rape or
mad aremll reported every 45 sw-
an& It wed to be one every six
eaten: Oneevery 45 seconds is vay
fairy mid hose ate only die monad
ames." Cousins said.
Rape Awareness Week was es-
tabarial Maine &eine 1970s.
21110e6111 Urns evolved Mb &major
monis* year-lorgproomsafedoca-
fah le adagios Is his week kest
cos *Mr popes isallhed mon&
ly easiest contain* hams ta
sips aid soma amok etch is alco-
hol
Cite thing Few &Air Fromm les
perm doily themes to address the
issue drape from different poems
of view
-UMaine has to address die
ague drape bun all perspectives
sod meryone can get Sr ora-
nge, Irsarnazingthedifiesexi liras
rome peopie have about raps Ripe
isapersonal ego:near that chang-
es one's life. A puma whio has
been raped is never goieg to be
quite de same spin-Cousins mid.
his wry impaction° he orp-
hans of the weekkog even disc
avnemiess is addieued by men
sad women, according toCousita..
who pointed out there we everal
emle-mieeted or facilitated activi-
ties diming the met
"doe rims are acquaintance
See RAPE AWARENESS
WEEK on page 7
• Politics
Former chancellor to run for governor
By William R. Grasso
Staff Writer
plans to run has travelled to even part of the
"I indicated when I resigned 1 state as head of the largest public
was interested in exploring a range institution in the state of Maine
On Tuesday. Sept 7. former OfICOM... W(XiiibUT) s.od -Over "The ono eroty is involved in
I:rust-nit) of Maine Chancellor the last few months. people have everything from families try ing to
Robert Woodbury announced in- discussed running with me. and I afford college ‘ exploong dc-
formally his intention to run for thought st was a worthwhile thing rnentary reform There IS
GO% rITIOr of the gait of Maine in to do probably no institution more with-
the 199x gubernatorial elation Woodhurs said Mx 25 years in in a range tvf things that Maine
The announcement came lust 'es - the public sectiit. arid seven as people face than the wily ersi ty
en days after leaving his post as l'Maine's chanvellor. have given tern, except state government it-
chancelkw him the expenence he needs to run sell
Woodbury said at the time of the state Ascot ding to Woodbury.
his resignation, he had no concrete dunng his tenure as chancellor he See WOODBL' FLY on page 19
Former Chancellor Robert
Woodbury (Kiesow photo)
!clung to the faculty, we have been
twinging in some yurdrig students who
are really not motivated and are real-
ty not prepared to work. And we
can't afford that
Hutchinson has been (print anal
by heads of pnvate uraitutions as to
how 1."5.1-irie is going out and getting
die top 20 percenl of the student pip-
ulabort.
Huai-unson horns II kolle
uI.Traduak- po5raisL-
as a bra,: Iii thr entire untverNr
"If we make that strung. CrT• -
thing centers around that. and hope-
fully we'llhecorne stronger.- he said_
Fkachinson v.ants not nay inbuild
die 1...lL IlUt IOU) 10 aCCOnlOdailf
the student... Inc.
1 hope that we have an envirom-
nem on C11111,11S WIltre the students
feel that they are treated faith." he
said. "but I hear at times that there are
areas of campir. v.har they don't feel
See H UTC H I N SON
on Page 7
• Travel expenses
UMaine goes
beyond state
borders
By Mike McLaughlin
Staff Writer
Iheslo • the iiinit tor the mit. that
education 171:1 !Lae oillege students
011 in the nature arid the t crsity of
Maine is huy mg a plane is. ket
-kixordinFkithrisui-ol <At tray el
rrpucit.rthnt no ersity ot1.1.une tor
the fourth quarter e4 the 1993 focal
vex a total of S131$21- hh went to
ota-of-state travel expenditures tor
members of this camps. This figure
was axurnulated in the dyer- on with
period of die fourth ginner tuch
dars frorn .kpril I to June 30
Charles Rauch. vice president ..;
business and finance said funding tor
tie out-of-state trips crimes fnirn five
separate ledges awunts hich axe
distributed .x.-ording to the naare •
the trips
Rauch explaried the educational
and general ledger accuunt coreasts
pnmanly ,v1 tuition dollars and stale
aprernaui ins and for the fourth guar -
tet of the 1991 fiscal year Sr9.95k 4-
Na* alliined fig -stair t-as-ti
expenses iron Thew
dollars pn kied !unsling fig lite sets-
araw ign-of state excursions dunng
that ti -ne ;Iry xl 'stunts tacults and
admmistral, t, v W thew th;
Elaine kIhnent dean
attain and lit-tare* **X e 01 these
l-th trip* and used apprommatels
S ;. 1 X 2t4 the edux alti nal and gen-
eral fund* fig them according to the
See TRAVEL on page 11
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WorldBriefs • Two busses, army 
jeep attacked in Gaza Strip
• Paramount Communications sold for $8.2 billion
• Shuttle Discovery deploys communications satelite
• Entertainment
MTV owner Viacom buys Paramount
1 NEV YORK AP) --- Viacom In, owner of the MT \ ,able network. agreedSunday to buy film and publishing pow erhisuse Paramount Communicanisns Inc in
an Si8 2 billion deal that w ould create one 01 the world's biggest media-entertainment
companies
The new company Paramount \ 'acorn International Inc , would generate inure than So
billion in annual revenue from its many businesses, including cable and broadcast
television, film production, book publishing, theme parks and sports teams
It would join the ranks of giant media-entertainment conglomerates led by Time Warner
Inc ahich had more than $I 3 billion in revenue last year. That group also includes
Germany •, Bertlesmann. Japan's Sony Corp. and Australia's News Corp Ltd
i 'rider terms of the deal. Paramount shareholders v.ould get about S69 14 a share in cash
and stock for their holdings
Tha ca%h portion of the deal would amount to 59 10 a share, or a total ot more than Si
\ aouIdalcogiveParainounisinckhs4derc0 1 share of . Class A stock 3
-1111"4111.1111111111111111111.11t...“.,..:* approved by both hstarv:s ot directo:s, the companies said in a .i•Laterticnt
The pact would combine Viacom's sizeable capacity to distribute programs over is
cable TV networks and cable systems vs ith Panunount's considerable experience as a niar ir
Holly wood filmmaker and TV program producer
In addition to MTV. Viacom owns the children's cable network Nickelodeon. the
Showome pay-per-stew channel and cable IN systems reaching I .1 million people
Paramount owns Paramount Pictures. publisher Simon and Schuster. the New York
Knicks basketball team and the New York Rangers hockey team.
Sumner Redstone. chairman and 76 percent owner of Viacom. will become chairman
of the new company and own a majonty of its stock, the statement said
• On the stage in Japan
Michael Jackson
welcomed in Japan
ai) I-1JK1.4.)K.A.JapanIA1' - Surrounded by 30.0111
fans and sharing the stage w ith dozens 01 children.
Michael Jackson performed in Japan on Friday as
part of his worldwide "laangerous.' tour
Although allegations that he molested a I I year
(aht.urnua 110% contlnUe:Ocast a shadow user the pop icon
image. his tans message was clear
-We Beliese You.- saidone banner. in English aas ing
in the crowd -We Believe You Ala ass.- said another
Jackson acknowledged the support with his tridernark
'I ksve you
But he didn't answer then' calls for an encore. leas mg many
to grumble w ith disappointment as they headed for the cuts
Since arm. ing Tuesday in Japan on the fourth stage of his
tour. Jac.sor, he, spent most of his time holed up in a theme
park hotel
man impromptu s isit to a sib, on a U S military base
be perplexed t acuity arid students hy lea% trig alter only three
minutes and saying nothing
Jackson's lawyer has said theses-abuse allegations stern
from a 520 million extortion plot tsy the young accuser's
father A law y er lw the hoy 's father denies that
• Continuing Woodshed
Malval unable to
control Haiti's military•.•
4 emment took office ss ith a mandate to heal Haiti',PORT-AU-PR IN( Ham 1API— The new gos -
wounds So far, it's been helpless in the faecal' brutal
repression by its armed opponents. including the assassina-
tion of a mart pro-democracy ads ocate
Es en diplomats who base tern publicly upbeat about the
N -brokered restoration of exiled President Jean-Ber-
trand Anstide are now uncertain over the ability of his
premier. Robert Mal% al. to prepare the way for the elected
leader Aristide Is to return here Oct. 30 after two years of
exile
-In the week following the government's installation.
sioience has increased at a di/is ing pace Mal% al.% author-
ity is null." Antoine Joseph. president of Haiti's lower
house. told The Associated Press on Sunday
He said Mahal hasn't made enough efforts in reconcile
a ith Haiti'. noiu..nously reoressis e military • whtch strongly
opposes Anstide. and the presidents polmcal opponents
• Gaza Strip violence
Palestinian militants on offensive
2 series of attacks Sunday ambushing an army jeep and attacking tw o buses ThreeGAZA Cli . Occupied (laza Strip Al'i - - Palestinian militants launched a
Palestinians and four Israelis. including three soldiers. were killed
lbe escalating s iolence came on the eve of the signing of a historic Israeli
-Palestinian
peace accord in Washington on !Monday Miislim and leftist opponents ot the plan said the
attacks underlined their determination to continue armed struggle against Israel.
''The incidents today emphasize that hatred and brutality of the llamas and Islamic Jihad
trying to sabotage any dialogue that would put an end to the bloodshed,- Police Minister
Moshe Shabal said. referring to two Muslim groups blamed for at least two of the attacks.
)espite the violence. there were demonstrations in support of PLO Chairman 'lasso.
Arafat and the peace accord which will start by go ing Palestinians autonomy in the Gaza
Strip and the West Bank city of Jericho.
In Gaza City. dozens of cheering Palestinians embraced Israeli soldiers and bedecked
' !InlAn flaps In lericho. hundrerlt parada,j
; the marketTIace. -117::icI v. a ....g pictures of Ai alai.
Police said a Palestinian armed with a knife and grenades boarded a public bus headed
toward the southern Israeli coastal city of Ashkelon. which is just north of Gaza.
The driver was stabbed to death and two soldiers on the bus were injured before one
soldier shot and killed the assailant National Police spokeswoman Tann Paul
-Cohen said
the bus flipped over on its side dunng the attack
Gunfire was aimed at another Israeli bus, near the West Bank its it fichnsta tnjunng
one Israeli. the army said
In the ambush on the soldiers, two or three gunmen opened fire on troops in a Jeep
Sunda) as they patrolled a dirt road near Gaza City, the army said.
WorldDigest
• NASA
Discovery up on fourth
attempt at launch
e (API: CANA \ I is AL. I-la Pi On its
QP fourth try. Discos cry roared away Sunday with
use astronaut% who dispatched an experimental
communications satellite after overcoming last-minute
trouble
They were jubilant to he in space at lay
"Hey Houston. I gotta tell ya, you've never seen use
happier guys up here." commander Frank Culbertson Jr
told Mission Control shortly after reaching orbit ''It's been
a long time coming ".
lbe astronauts accomplished one ot their chief jobs
when they elected the Ads arced Communications Technol-
ogy Satellite They had to delay release by I 1/2 hours. °tone
orbit. because of a temporary drop in communications from
the ground to Ihscosery
"Excellent work by the whole team Good show."
Mission Controls Gregory Harhaugh told the crew
• Medicine
Siamese infant separated
from sister improves
6 la lakeherg, the twin who survived surgery to sepa-
rate her from her sister last month, was upgraded
Saturday from cntical to scnous condition
Angela "continues to grow slightly stronger with each
day Children's Hospital of Philadelphia said in a statement
" Although an upgrade in a patient...condition presents an
optimistic pictiire, it is important to remember that this 10-
week isld hahy remains acutely ill and faces a king road to full
recovery .•' an unidentified surgeon said in the statement
The hospital said the biggest step toward recovery is for
Angela to breathe on her own She has been on a ventilator
since shortly after the conjoined twins were horn June 29 at
Loyola University Medical Center near Chicago
Aux irding tothe hospital. the tuts) s sutures from surgery are
healing and she is fed through a tube down her esophagus to her
stomach. instead of intravenous feeding lines mod earlier
/r
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• New business building
After two years, Corbett business building finally opens
By Jason McIntosh
Staff Writer
After over two years of building, the
construction vehicles surrounding the new
Corbett Hail have moved aside to allow
classes within.
The basic construction of the building,
intended mainly to house UMaine's college
of business administration, was completed
this summer, with landscaping and installa-
in of new high -tech equipment to Lontinur
into the fall, according to Dr Ginn.), train,
an associate professor of management and
current head of the projects building com-
mittee.
Physically ,the new Corbett Hall is based
upon light, color and symmetry_ (i'orbetes
List flooi. open to an) course s cur, meet-
ings, features several computer labs and
tiered classrooms with dry-erase marker
boards, long tables rather than desf -,.. and
hinged. cushioned chairs colored, like much
of Corbett' s furniture, in a motif of reds and
blues.
A two-story, sky-lit atrium lies in the
building's center. Empty nght. now, this
room will soon he filled with pantings,
sculpturr and plant life. Gibson said that it
should provide an ideal meeting place for
students and faculty throughout the year,
especially during UMaines cold winters.
A main, unique feature of the ground
floor is a mammoth 350-seat lecture hall,
that is being equipped for multi-inedia pre-
sentations.
According to Mike Scott. coordinator
for the new building's technology. the in-
structor will have control 01 three large
projection screens through a computer touch-
screen on the room's podium
After entering an access code number,
the lecturer can use the room's equipment to
display information from tape, CD-ROM or
laser di sc—a good generation alied of over-
nead projectors and chalk, Scott said.
"We're making a forward leap in out
ability to present material," said Scott, who
sees plans to remodel other UMaine lecture
faciltties similarly to Corbett's.
Scott said that while the room will present
resources in a whole new way, they shouldn't
be too strange 0; alien to people "Outside
the computers," he said, "everything there'
Workers lay tiles in 'Great Hall" in Corbett business building. (Kiesow photo.)
A
HUE
Ilse /maids St4alemli Namiliatirog
We would like to cordially invite you to our first
meeting of the ymr, on Monday, September 13,
at 3:30pm in the Old To Room, Memorial
Union. Please join as. We are looking forward to
meeting you. If you have any questions, please call
Shoshana HukTman at 581-1789.
Information in high I klkida- services in the kical area
ssill l's' availabli at tfw. first rnectinE
a traditional media des iL
Gibson said, however, that most t JMaine
instructors who want to use the room's new
facilities will require some training, which
CIT has agreed to provide, as well as time
to adjust to a whole new style of presenting
a lecture.
1 he building's high technology extends
out of the classrooms in some instances, such
as with water fountains that operate by light-
sensing electronic eyes rather than buttons.
Some of the delay in completing the
building. said Gibson, is from this technol-
ogy, since, during planning, technology is
left for last, to ersure the newest equipment
possible.
"You have to think in a vacuum to give
the architect extal flexibility." she said.
flexibility is in tact a key feature of this
building, since the architect left enough room
for many more electrical conduits, as they are
needed while Corbett's technology expands.
For this reason also, !con said, the equip-
ment probably won't become obsolete too
quickly, despite the notoriously rapid evolu-
tion rate of h:gh technology. "You're al-
wzy s going to have VCRs and CDs and
stuff," he said.
The computer labs may be switched os et
to new systems entirely, he said, whenever
the current ones become too antique.
The 350-scat room will also have open,
plug-in expansion ports Iii iditionalequip-
ment, as they are requested by lecturers.
Most of the delay, said Gibson, is the
responsibility of the building's previous
contracting company. Lawler. who was in
financial trouble and, in spring, simply
walked off the job at UMaine and at several
other building sites around New England.
Gibson said that the new company.
Breadloaf. whose services are provided to
the University by Lawler's insurers, are
doing an excellent job finishing the work
their predecessors left for them.
Delays like this also pushed ahead the
planning for the hi-tech features of Corbeu.
Accidents have also stood in the way of
the building's completion, such as when a
construction vehicle struck
or more recently when alcak ig
steam pipe required a newly-laid pathway to
be torn up.
Gibson said that she hopes the presence
of two Corbett halls on the UMaine campus
won't prove to be confusing Although it's
officially being referred to as Donald P.
Corbett Hall and abbres lilted as DPC. it's
already caused some confusion
According to Scott. many of the students
in Tuesday's first scheduled class, not to
mention the instructor, had trouble finding
the right building, and arrived, as a group.
several minutes late.
Take a Hike!
Hiking
Road Puking
Mountaneering
Alpine Skiing
Canoeing, Camping
Mountain biking,
Cross-country Skiing
Whitewater Rafting
Rock Climbing
A.T. Maintenance
Meetings
every
Wednesday
night at 7:30
in the Union
For information call 581-HIKE
MOC Office - 1955 Room, Memorial Unior
I
0 1 Town House of Pizza R.estaurante
Plaza • Nexi YMCA • ( • A '44 • 11 sour order • •
llut taz.z., Sarah -"uTr ,nnmated I ill , veer, ea-
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I.or Greece urke• and itah Trappni ea a Mend "I
/
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Lamer a nal a fart paza NS the aira
../
Debver, hours: Sunday 2am 1 lpni
!eiondal. W.'dnesdas 1 lam- 1 1 pm
Thursday-Saturda i 1 am-midnight
Welcome back University of Maine Students!
Re( etve 104- off your order we a student ID Have a great semester
"T
Old Town House of
Pizza Restaurante
Budget Special!
Small cheese pizza only
$2.50
9/13-9/18
extra
toppings
7SC
preseeted tr, mime ant rvre
,at per nsmme. I., v.4
Old Town House of
Pizza Restaurante
Budget Special!
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$4.00
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top:- - •
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• Campus safety
Awareness, responsibility enhance safety
This education process involves issuing
brochures on how to stay safe. offering films on
safety and providing programs for rape and
alcohol awamness.
This week is Rape Awareness Week. and
information is available to anyone wishing to
become more aware and educated on prevent-
rapes from happening.
Laughlin also addressed the concern of
walking at night, which requires a certain mea-
sure of safety responsibility.
"People have spent a lot of time to provide
good lighting i for walking), however. on a
rainy night, he prepared,- he said.
Laughlin urged people to walk in pairs at
night. and Mitchell suggested wearing sneak
ers when walking at night.
While urging the people on campus to
become invol v.7., with their own safety,
By Dana Gray
Staff writer
Keeping oneself and one's propeny safe at
the t versity of Maine is something the entire
U Maine txlmmuni ty should think about amidst
all the confusion and pressures of the new
Semester.
Officers at UMaine's Public Safety De-
partment want to eliminate the incidents of
crime on the campus, and they feel the best way
to do it is through interaction between the
campus community and the department
Crime Prevention Specialist Debora!
Mitchell said many of the crimes committed on
from discouragmg thefts from happening, also
provide a better chance of recovenng stolen
ProPerlY-
Operation 1.1) is a program in which SW-
dents can leave the serial number of any item on
file in the computer at Public Safety. The
department will supply an engraver to mart the
item if there is no serial number. Either of these
worded numbers can make the retrieval of
stolen goods much easier.
The Key Tag program is used to bring lost
key and key owner back together in the event
of a misplaced or stolen key. (ruing a new key
for a dormitory mom is not cheap, hut through
the tag program lost keys are retrieved by
"The public needs to help us so we are all working
as a te:arn.- —Investigator William Lau.,`-lin
the uIipus are tit., ei ,
"We the department are interested in get
wig the campus involved in reporting the
crimes.- she ...aid
Invest] w at ir William Laughlin said crimes
which affect the UMaine community have
been on the decline in past year, and he said
part of the reason is my oly einem trait mem-
bers of the campus before and after a crime has
been committed.
"The public needs to help us so la e are all
working as a team." Laughlin said
Public Safety has programs designed to
prevent crimes horn ever happening three
such prrigrams which drier thefts on campus
include Operation ID., Key Tag and a bike
registration program. These programs. aside
Pubt. adiety, and a nuninet 'n UiP
matched by computer io the owner of that key.
Students can also deter crime by taking
advantage of the hike registration program.
Bike owners who use this service receive a
metallic decal for their bike ss hich has numbers
kept on file at Public Safety A card ssth
information about the hike is also kept at the
dit-tratment
Aside from theft, other crimes occur on
campus which Public Safety is trying to mini-
mize
Mitchell saiderkarauonabiartthesecnnsesrs
essential in preventing them from happening
"We need to educate the public on helping
themselves and the police before the crimes
occur.' Mitchell said.
• tr-ent are e xceptional
Some adjustments were needed through
the downsizing of the university. but Mitchell
said for the area covered, the 23 officers em-
ployed is a large number However, she also
said all 23 play an important part.
Working together with Public Satety
through utilizing the programs they offer, and
by obtaining any and all information about
keeping oneself safe can minimize the inci-
dents of at LIvlaine.
The Public Safety I)epartnient at I 'Maine
has the responsibility to enhance safely, hut the
campus community must do their pan in using
the department and realizing t-n me is real. even
in the university envinininent "The campus is
not a sanctuary .- Mitchell said
minumn.
• Murder investigation
Authorities
looking into
Ohio slaying
AKRON, Ohio) AP) -- Authorities
in two states said Friday they were
looking into whether a man facing Penn-
sylvania charges in the death of a Maine
runaway may have been involved in
similar slayings along Ohio highways.
"It's a logical law enforcement pro-
cess to compare those facts with simi-
lar cases,- said Special Agent Jack
Shea of the FBI's State College, Pa..
office. "We'll be trying to make infor-
mation as ailable tx other agencies in-
vestigating similar crimes."
Dawn Marie Birnbaum, 17, was
Illd •trsiate in March. She had run
away from a Poland. Maine. juvenile
home.
James Cruz Jr., 36, of New Water-
ford, was arraigned Friday in Akron
Municipal Court on a Pennsylvania
warrant in her death. An extreat hen
hearing was scheduled for Monday . He
was being held in Summit County jail
on 15 million bond.
Cruz was arrested Wednesday night
in Ohio. The Pennsylvania warrant
charged him with first-, second- and
third-degree murder, kidnaping, rape,
involuntarv deviate sexual intercourse,
robber-s. and theft by unlawful taking
STUDENT SENATE
+STUDENT SENATE NOMINATION FORMS
WILL BE AVAILABLE SEPTEMBER 16th.
+FORMS ARE DUE BACK AT THE STUDENT
GOVERNMENT OFFICE BY SEPTEMBER 22nd.
+AT 4PM ELECTIONS WILL BE HELD
SEPTEMBER 30.
ANY QUESTIONS REGARDING THE NOMINATION
PROCESS SHOULD BE DIRECTED TO CHRIS DEBECK AT
THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT OFFICE OR CALL 581-1775.
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The Perfect Place to bring Family & Friends...
re<
ON THE ROAD AGAIN
UNIVERSITY TOUR-1-994
Saturday, September 18th 8pm-12am
Sunday, September 19th 10am-10pm
University of Maine Wells Commons
$2.QQ UM Students $3.22 General Public
jimi Hendrix: On the Road 1994 University Tour, a state-of-the-art audio video
event. Outfitted with cutting-edge equipment, digital sound and computer technolop,
this traveling show catapults Hendrix into the 21st centur and helps fans to
appreciate the man and his music more full than ever before. The show is hosted 1”
the Off Campus Board and the Office of Multicultural and Special Programs, Center
for Student Services.
Designed to capture the spirit of a live concert. On The Road 1994 is a self-contained
exhibition featuring interactive 'stations' situated within the gargantuan. digitall -
created graphic displays. Students, Famil and Friends will encounter a nine-monitor
concert Video Wall, interactive Vision Machine, -- a "touch sensitive" TN screen and
laser disk controlled by an Apple Computer and CD-ROM software -- and the Electric
Church audio sculpture as they pass through the show, participating in a trul three-
dimensional, multi-sensory experience each step of the way. The Electric Church. for
example, allows guests to manipulate Jimi's note and riffs to placing a hand (or other
both part) close to one or more of the six tubular shaped columns representing the
strings of a guitar. It is 'air guitar' plaing of the highest order.
The Video Wall will feature films of .limi's classic live performances, including the
domesticall unavailable "Jimi at Woodstock," a 60-minute film vvhich captures one of
his most dynamic and spectacular performances. Other concert performance films
include the Montere Pop Festival, the Isle of Wight. Berkeley, the Atlanta Pop Festival
and a biographical pieces, "The Experience."
On the Road 1994 is a SC -Fl road chow that entertains, educates and excites the
senses through techrt-_,Top onl:v dreamt of during Jimi's lifetime. 111 'participating' in
this larger-than-life multi-media show, Hendrix fans will find a new road into the
artist's life and music.
For more information call
Office of Multicurtural and Special Programs 581-1425
The Maine Cantpus, Monday, September 13, 1493
The Psychology behind
the Citibank Classic Visa card, and the
emotional security of the Photocard. 'The Citibank Classic Visa
instills in student, crating% of safets security. and general wellness not unlike those experienced
in the womb Therefore. it is the mother of all credit cards. I Some experts attribute these feelings
to the Citibank Pfinincard, the only credit card with our photo on it. A %slice inside says This
. is me. really me.- tAs opposed to. Who the heck is that' —a common response to the photo
on one's driser's license .I Its an immediate form of
11711 ITVftio ID a boost to your self image I Of course if your card iseser lost or stokm and a stranger is presented from using it.ulI feel exceptionalls good tshiw, mg no signs of Credit
Card Theft. •..! -sosaI I Other experts point to specific
sets ices. such as The lost ‘Vallet Sersice that can replace
your sard usualls within 24 hour. Or the 24-Hour Cus-
tomer Sersiee line. 'isir hotline. it you will. Inc any card -
related anxiets whatsoeser I Further analysis reseals three
seri lies that protect the purchases you make on the Citibank
Classic Visa card. at no additional cost I. Buyers Securit - can cover them against accidental
damage fire or theft for on dass from the date of purchase (presenting. of course Insecurity I
2. Citibank I ifetime N‘arrrnts allows one to intend the Saari-ant for the expected service
lite ot eligiNe products up ti 12 years L. And Citibank Price Protection assures isiu et the best
price You need onts see the same item adsertised in print tor less within bt) days and ('irittank
ill refund the difference up to 145) hence no Post Purchase Ilepressionl I Special student
casings are part lcularls therapeutic There's the free Citibank SerViee' from MCI to saw
up to .2(1 on long distance salts sersus AT&T NOtire enosu raged to Viorn arid Dad regu
tarts presenting Parenta Non-Supportus And a SN irfart Discount on an' domestic flight
(Case studies indicate that a Fear ot Fl sing is iserccirne when Spring Break in sunns Florida is a
Net to mention the low variable interest rate of 154% and no annual tee for Mier
%rodents I Suffice n to sax. scull have a credit card you can depend on while building a credit
history So call 1-1111.-(1TIRk‘K. extension 19. to appls over the phone (sniclenis
need a ioh or a cosigner or to have your photo added
to your Citibank Classic Visa card I It voe ',as that a
sense of Identit is the first component ot the Citittaril
Classic \'isa card a sense of Securits the second
a sense ot 4utonomous Will from your new to,
financia irkienendencu *hi third don'? lx cra7. Call
"rrlICI A A S,AIPIA
164 1010414,11‘411.
Ilia 0012 V4Sis X9111
.••••••
43,/ 31,4 CIV 11C11
LINO VALEtt
••= 1)
x.4.1 ?4,..1‘4.41 •oihank
1 he Monarch' Notes Version:
The Citibank Classic card gives
students peace of mind. protection
against Freud—or rather fraud
low rate and no fee \pots today
Call 1-SO0-CITIBANK. ext. 19
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Hutchinson from page I
that is true.-
liiik:ftinson's staff has priority imbue-
lions to fit any student into his st.hedule if
possible Ile also realizes that there are ohm
two sides to a story
fix the future, I lutchinson is looking at a
plan to increase tuition to hewxm a'
with the other land-giant universities.
Along with the increases, he hopes to (bop
or reduce the comprehensive ke.
This would reduce the number of fees,
consolidating the student's costs.
Hutchinson wants to see the univeraty as
comprehensive. with swing academica, re-
search and sports programs.
Finishing of the downsizing, quality -On-
reovement and the hoosta*ot general morale
are all things th it Hutthinson will continue
working toward
Looking bait Hutchinson is glad to lose
ciumed UJ Mame He wasn't sure about run-
ning for the post of president again , and admits
to having feared rejection a second tine
"I knew the minute I had that chance that
I sinxikl tie glad to be back," Hutchinson said.
He described this past year as one it the
best of his life, but added thu he s sail thil
about every year he's had.
Rape Awareness Week from page 1
rapes I believe that onnimunication on the pan
(4 both men and women is the lira step at
preventing the situations that can lead to date
rape Partners need to respect each other's dec(
SIMS: Srnith said
"We want eseryer to work together to
eliminate this problem," Cousins said
Although Rape Awarenes Vicek tends to
toms on the 95 percent of rapes that involve
women. Cousins said that I 'Maine's services
are available to all victims of sexual assault
Rape isv crime of siolence, power and %%sant
nit sex, whidi occurs regardless of gender. age
or sexual orientation.
The week will open with the dedicat.in ot
the United Against Rape and Sexual Assault
Memorial at not in on the mall in front (4 liigler
I Aim) People are invited to show their sums xi
fta victims and sun ism, by. tying a red nhbon
on the strung wire memorial.
Following the opening, a panel discussion in
the Bangor Lounges, Memorial I (111 111, will
focus on l !Maine's legal, counseling and med-
ical respottses to rape and sexual assault.
A tim aid paall diSCUSSiOil at 7p m., also in
the Bangor Lounges, will examine ism-nova-
phy . free speech and censorship as they relate to
the issue of rape.
• Ha, ha, ha
Thief causes safety concern
A theft fenm ,`, ..11114eirte
..1111 ier dent and Pre78.1,/Willii Ceram nc1 laughing matter1 w o cy tinders of nitrous ol tile. commonlyknown as laughing gas. nave heen stolen front
cabal is often referred to as (utter Health
Center the theft oct.-urred either lase Wednes
tit% night or early Thursday nxinimg
There were no signs of forced entry
Office of Putilic Affairs nitrous oxide is won-
monly used in both dental and medical offices,
but can he fatal when used improperly
The blue cy tinders at 36 inches id. and
have silver discs attached near the top he one
the numbers 382 and 5476
Anyorr with information is asked to con-
tact UMaine PtNic Safeb, at 581 -4040
Da, MBDA, W61 or NESBA
mean anything to
Past members of these orgailizatkins are
all involved in the University.Colonguard
Our group has doubled in sizeand is pre-
paring to be-awesome. If you ',spun' in
high school- come reap the benefits!
For more info call Sherry Bordeau 1-8544
or Orris White 6 1-1232.
UNi EISIT1 ''F ' E
MAINECENTERFOR ;FHE
RTC
MP1E4MS
SS ' Tickets available at the Maine Center for the Arts Box
Office Friday Sept rdi 9-00sm to 4-00pm Saturday Sept lflth
3aplo to 80(r :Lima 2 per 1.161 Student ',T)
ex:hawgesrat pervious/1 pot-based ncisptc
CUTLER SAYS:
THE STUDENT HEALTH CENTER WILL BE OPEN MONDAY THROUGH
FRIDAY FROM 8A.M. -6 P.M. PHARMACY WILL
BE OPEN FROM 8 A.M. -12 NOON AND 1P.M. -4:30 P.M.
PLEASE CHECK THE CAMPUS NEWSPAPER FOR NOTICES CONCERNING
HOLIDAYS, BREAKS, AND OTHER
HEALTH CENTER NEWS.
HAVE A HEALTHY- AND PRODUCTIVE YEAR!
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THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 16
Lihe Water for Chocolate
pal ot tn,e Kspanic Dnin Observance
(Spanish wr
SUNDAY. SEPTEMBER 19
Posse
parr of Farnoly and F. nenti< Weekend
THURSDAY SEPTEMBER 23
Tous Les Matins DU Monde
SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 26
The Revolt of Job
part of the Hifle4 her series ackknonat showing at 4p m
(Hungarian wrtn E c subethes)
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 26
What's Love Got to Do with It
pa-
THURSDAY SEPTEMBER 30
Much Ado About Nothing
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 7
II Lardo Di Bambini
Malian Kith Eng '
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 11
Salaam Birnbay
(Hindi with English subtottes,
HAUCK AUDITORIUM
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
7 P.M. AND 9:30 P.M.
$1 Admission
For more int ormanon Call
Multicuitura! and Special Programs
Center /or Stulent Sannces
581-1425
I .1.4 tillilii111:104111.
1114. 1111114141. Meath"' qiigif:
"Enormously!
Entertaining.
Two Then& lia,I p
&pa..i etas air
the untold story of
the wild west.
A AlAc., Van NA*. Film
POSSE
ROA
EXTRAORDINARY...
A WONDERFUL. DISCOVERY:'
* * *.*
111LMOSI INsPIRED AWL
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r
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• Feature of the Wt.ek—Student Life
There's more to student life than class
Dean of Student Activities Bill Lucy.
(Boyd photo.)
By Bonnie Simcock
Staff writer
Editor's note. The follossing is the first of
a three pan series about student life. LANA in
Wednesda‘'s and Friday's editions for the
second and :had instalbrsents.
You made it through your first week of
clases without too many pmNems,. You prob-
ably filled your free time rearranging your
schedule and standing in lines for add-dup.
to buy books and to eat l'ou spent time at
night and during the weekend doing home-
work You've met your neighbors and caught
up on news with friends Something still
seems to be missing is this all there is Sc'
college life?
No You may need help it meeting peo-
ple Maybe you need to fill some of yourextra
time with an intercom? activity. The Univer
sity of Maine offers a wide variety of extra-
curricular activities from volunteer service
groups. somnues ard 1r:stem:Des. Intramural
sports and media groups all the way to scuba
chvir.2. or student political groups
There is a listing of current student groups
and activities available to all students at the
Student Activity Office located on the third
floor of the Memorial Union It has 29 pages
if olivine, for students. Of course if you
can't find anything you're interested in, you
can SUM your own group or activity with the
help of Bill Lucy. associate dean cit student
activities and orgaru rations
1111EAKI IMPAW1111
larpssi Library al Intormillon U US
t9 /73 TOPICS ALL MEM
neon Catanc 'ortav Wu /MC ar COD
-
RDE11040
INE 300-351-0222
nr rust, S2 00 to Research interludes
•1322 ides Are 3206 A Los Angeles CA 90025
"Most people who come to the university
want diversity We always have a great pool
of people to draw from," Lucy said.
Students are bombarded with flyers and
mailers askitig them to become inembers of
campus organization'. (Mien the piles of pa-
per and posters are so overwhelming they get
ignored or worse, thrown away.
lhe United States as a country has had
trouble recently enticing peock to ioin voltm-
teer community groups. This phenomenon
carries over some to the college level but
many groups remain strong.
"We mar reflect a little loss in participa-
tion from downsizing but we're not losing
student groups Its just a link harder to
recruit and attract students like always." Lucy
s.aId. "'Everyone in an organi;-at.r. las to
make a commitment to perpetuate member-
ship and market a group"
Some of the groups are self-explanatory
like the functions of a chorus, religious orga-
nization or the student government Other
groups need a little hit of explanation before
they seem interesting.
There are several interest groups on cam-
pus The groups are formed because members
have similar interests. People interested in
hiking, rock climbing or rafting. fi a- example,
should check out the Maine Outing club which
now has an ex panded program. There air also
several career related interest groups such as
the Musa Educator, or the Financial Man
agemeni Association
Orgaruz,ations focused on a...A.1[1111V, are
also on campus Many are honor societies for
excellence in academic performance in a par-
ticular study or in overall grade point averag.-
Phi Kappa Phi is a large academic honor
society mainly for juniors and seniors to which
a student is nominated These societies may
be helpful in making osntact with others who
recognize outstanding work and can help a
student find a job
Marva resource for information ri.1
Preview of mons am bohemia'
disorders end chemical Oopendeocv
We NW AN Imbue
Air intern position ru vadat* n ow
bus., Community Relaborm office tor a
hard working -,d4lege student tor a
minimum of 15 hours per week Du-
ties inctixte research and writing press
releases am br allures hands-oe rn
merman get special emit and
desktop pubestrio preiecta Worldno
knoweedpe of !WPC a* Pacemaker
4 0 and Wordpertect 5 1 a rhust in
len repent, and 3 awn hours can to
arfanped
Appecaeor deullne I September 24
1993 it phone ads pterse Send
,esurne and cower letter to
Wider el Ceemeille Plefellees
Tao keels Neepleel
2119 8111•Ase Anna
Maw. Bebe NM
An Ey* Oppwana
Essays
ThcT
Acscha
Hospital
-.;1-r2 'S ORM ri
U ro
lf you have a Maine (*Wens Permit and would Sire farther driver's Ireinik-tion.
a pre-f' oct telt or use of a vehicle for a rood hest cal . and leave a menage
Call 862-6700.
Set-rice groups make up the majority of all
groups on campus. Most groups, no matter if
they are a frattinity or interest group, perform
a se: vice for the university or the surrounding
conununity. There are also honor societies lot
those who have performed a lot of SCIVICe
dunng their student years such as the Senior
Skulls, All Maine Women and Sophomore
Owls or F.agks. Media gioup3 sucli as WMEB.
the campus radio Fitai3:31. and 711.- Maine Cam-
pus are open to all interested students aid
perform both ar information and entertain-
ment service.
Circle K is a student group dedicated to
serving others both inside and outside the
university community
'Mils year we are directing oui goals to
meet the needs of cbildren Were ft-veal*, on
child. They are oui future, Stacy Bray,
current president of Circle K said
"Our base is with the Kiwanic We work
with the Kos anis Pediatric Trauma Institute
in Boston We collect change for them in
containers around campus We also organize
the Project Concern International alk -a -thon
on campus." Bnan Shores . vice-president of
Circle K. said
Shorey echoed the prohiems of other
grown this year when he said Circle K s
biggest problem is getting the "word"out
about the group Student Government con-
trols the budgets of almost all groups Dean
Lucy said with cuts in funding, most groups
have had to trim their budget This may.
mean less money for advertising which in
return means fewer new members Most
groups have to rely on word of mouth and
reputation
Despite some gmirp,' troubles, the frater-
nities and sororities have been able to remain
fairly strong According to Interfratemay
Council public relations officer Dan Borgna
arid Partheihenictouncii president ien Mona-
han, their biggest problem is battling agalnki
people' s preconceptions or stereotypes of fra-
ternity and sorority life.
"A lot of students aren't awarc--it seems
Greeks don't pet as much press, unless it's
negative. Students are uninformed," Borgna
said.
"We are so active and so unique yet too
many hold stereotypes from movies and past
years which are nothing like us now," Mona-
han said "Each group is so different it can
suit just about anyone who wants to get
involved'
Both the fraternities and the sororities will
Se holding forums outside of the Memorial
Union this week to publicize Greek life and
each specific chapter
When you do find a group you're interest-
ed in. 1._ do von fine ;Arm when
meet? Listings are in The Campus Crier, the
Campus laving cable channel or the new
News Service (call at 581-37511 and ads are
in The Maine Campus or on WMEB radio.
You may also call or visit the Student Acnv -
;ties ot lice
The hest opportunity to learn about all the
groups on campus at once will be the Organi-
zational Fair this Saturday, Sept 18 on the
mall from 10 a m to 1 pm Groups set up
carnival-like activities and also have group
information avalable about their at-twines.
lies-en after reviewing or trying out all
the groups and actis ities the campus has to
offer you don't find anything. Dean Lucy 's
office will help you inmate a group From
the publicits and the first meeting to the
funding. the Student Activities Office can
get you going
It doesn't require 3 lot of effort (111 the part
of the average stiaient to learn about a snide n
organization or two It doe• take some ertor
to become involved hut the benefit' gained
meeting people and learning about the corn
munity . tar oury, el gh the et per.se of time aria
rif
TO- et Experienced
in Pubnc and Ounloc, F
Three Work Study Jobs Available
REOLPRED Summer Camp Stet Experience
WordPerfect Skills, Know Or Learn PageMaker Challenging
Work/Learning
L Maine Youth Camping Protect CALt. 581- 1350 , Experience
Come to the FFA Room
(in the Union)
to find out
more abeo
Circle K
a seriase eripmeizelhoe deviled te hebbeg esewpies mod cesedwaudee
Sept 16 at 6:30.
 J
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USED BIKE SALE I
F
TIME TO SAVE BIG ON 1993 MOUNTAIN BIKES!
f.4 NICA1,2Model 760
Shimano Component% OA IL
AVA%Insane Components
carArar7Sedona 1TXMinoan° Components
11.4b on SALE • NEW BIKES by Cannondale, Giant, Nishiki
•ALL BIKE ACCESSORIES
September 13 & 14
900 .4M- 6:00 PV Student Union. Lon Room 2nd Floor
VISA MasterCard Amex Discover cards accepted
Annual Used Bike
SALE
t(-
Mkt- — Bikes — Bikes
DON'T MISS IT:
eptember 13 & 14
SPECIAL
Annual Used Bike
PRICE 
SALE
with your Student/
Faculty ID.
Bring IT!!!! Bikes Bikes — BikesDON'T MISS IT!
September 13 & 14
48 Cottage Street, Bar Harbor, Maine 288-9605
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UMaine travels outside state of Maine from page 1
report Washington D.C., New ()deans. Bos-
ton, and San Jose. Calif. were all desunatitins of
het vase's for the fourth quarter itine period
Albright, who just oompleted a trip to Wash-
ington DC this weekend where str chaired the
Anrrican Library A.ssociation*s teitaximmuni •
cations and .ulf ormation infrastructure whey
actually burfiting from the travel experiences
Examples of thesr enterprises ate Campus Liv-
ing and the kstore. he said use auxiliary
enterprises ledger accounted for $3,340.99 of
the total fourth quarter travel dollars and con-
sisted ot four trips
The board of trustees also designates fund-
According to the out-of-state travel report for the University of Maine
for the filurth quarter of the 1993 fiscal year a total of $131,526.66
went to out-of-state travel expenditures for members of this campus.
fotum, said it is necessary to attend out-of-state
conform...vs tithe university is to keep up 10 dale
with the resources available in the TV4 of the
country.
"Iget exposed to things I wouldn't necessar-
its Ret exocsed k, butt' and bone those
reanurcels....ack.,* Aiongra saki
Albright said she usually pays a portion of
the con ofhet trap- in addition to the university's
funding and said these dollars are an investment
in the future The technical and educational
ads arises I Maine has mar due to know ledge
rezamed from travel experientx s is very visible.
,he said.
-If the irtstiniutin is paying for it, it is impor
tant for the institution to see the benefits I feel
pretty amnion:it* taking the critic because I feel
we an seeing the ht-nefits from them and I feel
that I should he able to defend them Ifl couldn't
defend them there is no way I would fed
comfortable taking the trips.- Altsight said
Another source of funding for trips taken
try mernhers of this campic.. Rauci said, is from
auxiliary enterprise.. These trips are paid for by
the auxiliary enterpnses thernSe I VC,, are
ing for travel expenses from special &IAN ints.
Rauch said. For example. &larding to the on.
of -gate travel renal. the tit lard designated S'80
foi UMaine President Fred Hutchinson to at-
tend the national college hockey championship
in Milwaukee in
MIS was al a klition to the 5222.54 I 1 urchin-
son received from the educational and general
acrount for the same tnpataxirding its the report
Hutchinson* s trip as well as four other trips
are included on the ROT designated ledger in
the outot -state travel repon and account for
12.840. 7S of the report*. total
Rauch said the final two ledgers of the out-
of-srate ravel report are :hose trips funded by
virus ant contracts The first of these ledger
accounts gains funding from primarily the gov
emment and the second receives its ck4lars from
industry. The total cost of these two ledger
accounts for the fourth fiscal quarter is
155.386 45 and includes 105 critic. states the
report
Mast of the trips listed uncle: the Iasi two
ledgers. he said. are made up of research in-
spired excursions
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Judith Bailey, vice president for 'march
anti public service, said research tips taken by
professors are intellectually stimulating and
challenging to both the professor and his or her
students
It's a synergistic relationship Research
enhances the teacher and I can't put a doilar
value on that The fact that the professor is
vitally involved in his or her field translates into
their enthusiasm in teaching which makes for a
better classroom.- Bailey said.
Davila! Cmnn. dean of the College of
Science, holds a similar s iew about pnsfessors
involved in the rid& of scientific research.
"A'e try to encourage our professors to
attend at least one pmfessional meeting per year
and we expect them to,- Cr-inn said
Because the state of Maine is considered to
be geographically isolated, Cavil said it is a
necessity for professors to travel and be taxis -
nired its trtivr tairticitr.ras la then fietst
"If we want to he known as a research
whirl. we mud have prrtecson u Ave{ If we
Despite the dowr_si7ing foal that 1. 'Maine
itself must travel in foliar. Rauch said lir
dues not expect funding to be taken awa: fnan
out-o1 state in
-Onc of the reasons for downsizing is to
esentualls have a smaller number people to
distnbute the resources among so they can do
these kinds if things What downsiring is even
wally supposed to do is take people away . not
money for travel,- he said
Every professor who wishes to retro e
funding fot an out -of - gate trip must go ttrough
,their departnient chair, Rauch said lhe degree
of difficulty a profe-swa may have in getting
this money, he explained aries from depart-
men to department and the funds each has
available to it.
m sure that the thing is abused. every -
thing is abused somewhere so I would not make
a gat-merit tha CVO) professor gets kits and
unti"alk, c.
Butt think by large that the students benefit
from the attendance at frequent professional
"Uwe want to be known as a research school, we must have
professors travel. 11 WC didn't we wouldn't be a research school."
—Dagrnar Cream, Dean of the College of Sciences
didn't we woukIn'the a researh ischirk-Cronn
said.
\ 'ix I `resident Rauch saidttr fourth quartet
of the 1991 fiscal year is ar ahrical one in that
there were not as many athletic events during
that period and the =cunt of money put into
travel erpenses is usualls higher than it was for
this quarter
meetings.- Ra ICh said
In ttr king 111/1. Rauch said, travel is a vital
part of the education pmcess at a urtivermty
'Mine's no question about the fact that
that's what universities do, they travel. they do
rrieareh and try in find out whia otherpeopie are
doting. It's part Oh dle Kra 01 on-As poThathrg -
11011." Rauch said
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EditorialPage
• Column
Boys will be boys?
Mike McLaughlin
Throughout the year sou are going to find some often times
strong opinions given on a variety of different subjects in this
column 'these opinions are intended to give you another
yiewpoint about issues and to perhaps make you think about
MIT MAll viewpoint.
This being Rape Awareness Week, the purpose ot this column is to look at
the crime of rape from a ditTerent angle and to perhaps scratch the surface in an-
swering the question wh• le! `liven'
ie fturtgr it_tee3u.sawr - ___44.1.1,xLs_oitsinion_lar_the...sos!", mr- Ind -
more often we look at rape as a pnvblem for women to deal with However, the
fact is. an gus who would rape a girl is the on: with the problem
The problem begins when a gus is first really exposed to sex and for most
this is in high school The two main topics in almost any high school boys locker
room across the country is how fast your car will go and how many girls you
have "had- in the hackseat ot that car Before every haskethiall game guy c make
sure to update the rest of the team as to how long their list- is Many times sou
know that you and sour friends are just feeding each other a bunch of h c and
that these exaggerations are just meant to get a few laughs or to perhaps make
yourself look like the "king stud- among your pals
However, many guys are not joking and sex becomes a game in itself Soon
kirk become challenges and the contest to -score- the most points begins This
is when the line drawn between "boys will he boys- and "boys will be rapists
can potentially be crossed Suddenly iii'. not how you play the game. but wheth-
er you win or IOW that matters
However, if you ask me. any jruy who physically abuses a girl and ` orces a
girl to have sex IS far from a winner It anything, he is the epitome of a loser He
has lost all respect for the girl and he has lost all respect for himselt
It's time to get the respect hack and it's nme for all guys to start thinking
about the other side instead of only thinking about the number of notches or the
bed post People are not to to he played with and when they are broken down
the damage can nor. easits c repaired
College campuses have one 01 :iighest rates of rapes ot any other place
and it IS up to us to change this fact Instead of just blowing this week oft as
some kino of week for women. maybe its time for us as guys to open our eyes
and ears to the crime of rape because after all iii' our gender that is at the COM
ot the problem
We are not in the high school locker room any more guys and rape Is not a
!oke We have all heard the statistics and we are all going to hear them again this
week University of Maine students tm” not be able to change the numbers for
other colleges across the country, but some night in one of the dorm rooms on
this campus we might he able to make a difference on this campus
Boys may, indeed he hors, hut we are now men and it is time to start acting
like it Any man that would rape a woman is not man at an in my book
Awareness weeks are not meant to only make people aware of a problem.
they. are meant to make people aware 01 possible solutions as well If you are not
part of the solution, then you. may he part of the problem
Milo '14 lauchlin is a senior yourrenlism major from Fa, Maine
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• Admissions standards
Allocate money fairly
The University of Maine has high
hopes for this year's incoming class, the
class of 199S (if they graduate in four
years mans students now take more
than foui years to complete their degree)
The Universits of Maine has again
raised its entn level standards and has
tried to recruit more of Maine's top per-
centage high school students While this
is a valiant effort on the part of the
president and the admissions office, it
can't solve ail of t s problems at
once They ma) have managed to am-act
intelligent students here but how, do they
plan to keep thern^
Maybe some money should he spent
in creating stronger. challenging pro-
gram,. rather than cutting hack in areas of
academic stud) Their are still areas oth -
er than academics, the vast land of ad-
ministrators to name one. which could he
trimmed more without hurting too many
students When soul get into the area ot
cutting programs. you're chipping away
at the s'ers core goal .st a universits which
should he to educate
We all know academic performance
at the college level is not necessanly
based on bow well you did in high
school Mans smdents come to some
sort of real 17ation their education is valu
able aril dig into then studies With
more effort, grades become better. Schol-
arships are nice for high school gradu-
ates but what about some type of mon-
etary reward oi recognition for those
who do well here at 1 'Maine'
It's nice to %as we've got a better
type of student coming into this campus
than ever before, bat not put too
much pressure on these top high-school
grads. Also 's not forget the rest of the
people who make up the student body
and that we need to maintain and prop-
erly educate the entire UMaine popula -
non
• Rape and Sexual Assauh Awareness
The face offrar
We list' in fear Each day . rigors oilife fax
us We hive well wake up. we're afraid we
won't
Making breakfast, we're careful not to
cut, ektiriltine of hum ourselves We're
afraid of the pain that will ensue if we fail in
our precautions
Walking out the door is a risk and
challenge There, the danger, multiply es -
ponentially raIN, criminals, crazies, light-
ening. meteorites. people we just don't
want to see, and random acts of fate can
drive you ..-rary i f you spend all of your ti me
worrying about them
As a society. we aren't expected to Iv
preoccupied with these worries (Itv.- seg
mem however, is forced to he
Women MC forced to live with a stir
visalist attitu te about life They Oltilke
afraid if they 'Ii get through a day. or met—
afipropriately —a night
Walking in the light, carrying weapons
and never walking alone----these restric-
tions are placed on women the danger-
OttS turn society has taken
Criminologists predict an increase in
crime hetorr it get, any hetiet
Whs
More irrronantly, the questiori ma) he
Whar
What can you dn. individually and as a
part of society, not to only- protect those whe
mita live in fear, hut to take away that fear
It ma) seem a dauntless tack. hut a first
step must he taken
Will you take the step? (MAN')
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• Marfuana
Legalize the 'love and peace' plant
lo the IAA's
Alto has such power over us that they
Can throw its into prison if we grow the
"love and peace plant,- nature's multi-
benevolent healing weed. the ancient Ind'
an nemp, maroanal
Who has the power' We have' We have
the power to throw ounel% es into prison' No,
we have the power to throw vow into prison
So who's we^ We are the faceless pincer
tobliim of cipartairc, akohol phannaceim
cal'.  rieganirtyl .Asruncixrai rxtligioen, and
enforcement persormt-1 of our arri ienw law
And we don't want our drug enforce-
ment officer. randomls tested for drug use
just because rumor% abound that mans of
them habitual' use the ve cocaine
It it helps them to put more terror into their
raids. so w-hat if (hes often point their guns
in the wrong faces. Nevet mind that pilots
are k•hecked before lining crowds of people
into the air. We care onls tot our own sur-
vival and control of the lawmakers
We don't ward Americans taking -pot
head trips- in search of the maw (*meth%
within they-we've% let them find the maim_
, ir Ale ,IUNT tc11111, rs r4. they
find the orator within themselves, they will
know that the came creator is within everyone
else also, and that would create love and
peace which incidental's. is whs tot-
smoken all it the 'love and peace plant
And we delmitels do not wish lose and
peace and good health to our supportive
cliencele, tiecause that would reverse our
obscene enrichment at societies expense
No, we will dominate and contaminate
)Aiu. and lead s ou all into total chaos and
death if you do not march on Augusta and
Washington and demand of the re legal
imam ofMarv !Pr'
N'almore 1 ardarrus
Bangor
• Abortion
Caffirrl'Ics renounce beliefs at the polls
To the Edites
William (-tutus, could not have been
elected without the Catholic vote.
Clinton's opposition to the teaching of
the Catholic faith taught to him at Geor-
getown Universiis instructs her faithful
that abortion Is murder This tirecepi has
herr taught for 211 centuries The Ameri-
can Catholic population knew the
Church's instruction *tout abortion as
proclaimed h% Pope }ohn Paul U. hut
cruise to ignore papal de.-laranons because
of econnenh: considerattesio.
The consciences of ITIOCI Catholics were
not tnxubled bs casting a vote for pro-abor-
tvin politicians cacti as Clinics and Perot
The cmviciences of too ranity Catilinhcs
have become corrupt because of the com-
mission 0: ittleateal 17101Ili SIM never sor
nAwfulls confessed to r priest
Catholics did not realire therefore that
the'. Ny ame acyornplicrs to abortion when
thes voted tor pro .aNsen,se
No'. ember C'onsequentls . millions
Catholtok with free will and sufficient
knowledge committed mortal sin lag elec-
tion das h is sad to relate that the Amen
can Catholic bishops faded to provide cte
ofic moral direcnna shout Noting for pro-
oh-gnaws politicians Theo inaction was mi-
ls the 'silence 0: the shcipherch This saa
of omivocin was also mortally grievous'
haseeph E
thin of Mainland
• Dining services
Summer cartoons should be positive
To the Editor
i are. writing to express my displeasure
with The Maine- Ccuttreds' editornal page
cartoon Ir the Slimmer :ctfi" od,rior nage
it would stern to me that the grin ort this
summer edition should he two fold Fins to
review the news ot last year. both good and
had in order to give new students and their
parents a NMI( At the universiev
The seconc. Fort, should he to sea Ad a
it a positive light with ilium loch is your edits
rid and neer arbcim written specifizally feribm
susranartion To het Dining Service, with a
tiwtoon a a time when we dinald thinkiig
praitivels anti Them fie the on-ernes. WOW to
he orwinter productive
In addition seems as it with one carman,
Thu Maine Orem hes offeraled both die
Dining Service,.Deptownent as a whole who
stieni over $1.2(10 last year in advertisement.
it, The Maine c fIFV&L, Wel 5 :t
gond and kwal saatt cit classified employees
and and welt* :Were enalcivers
I anderiand and ersoriare the con-
cert ot freetkert of the Tress, bat is the
year-end review orhoor the pew piece kw
such :riticisir- I would be inanewed in
your response
kin 1 egos
Threciew
Canvas Living DPW* Seniors
• The Maine Campus
Summer
issue lacked
gender
equality
To tbe Editor
Act. seakir at the
I wan at die semmott edition ot
Pot Maim ' Year la Navies,.
Tha bale foamed ea politics and
'pais. Wilma coveresa at. semen and
women't bora nave qua absolutely
nothingan Gloria Sieinhant. who veiled
in lawase. everfkiring the Manic Cem
ler for die Arts She discussed Warm —
as if everroe mattered --- ebviousty
something Calfrk• reporting doesn't do.
'Women's stwx Month. in M.Irch.
WOE the largest ongoing event that month,
yet nothing ir as mentioned in your news-
paper There were mans notdde speak-
as, movies, plays. and events,. but you
covered Man:h as if women didn't exist
at this can-1m
Paula Gann Allen, a notable. nation-
:11s recognired. Nionve American author,
dress more people to a Women r the
Curscuhan hinsinvin than I have ever
sem Her evening disc-imam was also
well attended Where it she Amer yet.
where are the ...omen ityour paper sad
usma-
en's issues and eveno,
If the prunt of this is.'w won tc give
sew and ineetrung students a ghenpse of
where the enivemn has been over the
T* st year, yoo have missed a peat deal.
ht dome in, you have renseepremnitai the
camps commusent and offered was sap-
ient% an umhahmoed pavan of Ile Vd-
wersiey of Meese
Amer Langlais
Bangor
We want vat 114 two cent-N worth
o
fttrm to the Editor
should be no longer than 250 words and may be sent to:
The Maine Campus Suite 7A
5743 Lord Hall Orono, ME 04469-5743
The Maine Campus reserves the right to edit all submissions
for length, taste and libel.
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Your Daily
Horoscope
By Carl Paul
For Monday, September 13
IF 100A1 IS'.01k BIRTHDAY: A
need tor finans tal secuoty makes you a skilled
money manager When it comes In getting
the hest alie for your money none can match
you! Still, a desire to spend your way out of a
depressed Mood can oiseruhelm your good
oudgment occasionally Kerr your emotions
in check, at least where money is i:oncemetP
ARIES %larch 21 • April 191: The sud-
den and unexpected cooperation of a previ-
ously indifferent Of hostile associate should
he tested ss ith some-vdspicorrilfrilsgrratii
foe them?
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): An ac-
quaintance hovenng at the edge of your so-
cial circie would like to get to know you
better look for a way to include her in your
social plans
(;EMINI (May 21 -June 201: This 0. not
a good time to insist on getting in the last
word in a disagreement with someone close
to sou In winning a pointless argument you
lose a sallied friend
CANCER tJune 21 - July 221: There's
no getting around an imtating dela% at this
tune Patience is counselled Art good thing.,
come to those who air willing to wan, nisi not
any,liMe cOnn
LEO (Juts - Ana. 221: The prom's(
normalls reliable friends and associates si
soon he forgotten Expect erratic. unchara.
frog's- hehas Tor from those around you
%1R(X1 kog. 23 - Sept. 22): The rest-
lessness that you feel is a sure sign that you
are rras for more respinsihilits on the toll
You need a new challenge to oven-omc
LIBRA (Sept. 2.3 • Oct. 221: R.,
ce to settle the score over something that
happened long ago Revenge can he sweet.
hot it can he halm! forming You're not the
%intik-tor tyre
SCORPIO (Oct 23 - Nes. 21): Don't
vrl on your employer's self control The) are
Ittels to he feeling irntahle and looting hw
someone to Marne' Sta huss arki they II hay,
to settle for cornet wie else
SAGITTARIUS (Nos. 22 - Dee. 211:
Reason and toga fall short in matters 01 de-
sire and emotion todas ' Trust your intuitive
sense ot timing when it comes to delicate
maners
CAPRICORN illec. 22 - Jan. 19):
Changes which cannot be resisted must he
accommodated and as quickh as possible'
4cting on a txnlliani inspiration makes you
life simpler
AQARRN clam - Feb. 110: Rump-
ing into a former love run make your heart
go Mier-pat, hut the relatronshrp still won't
meet your needs leave the past behind you
PLSCES. (Feb. 19 March 28): A bizarre
convermbon wytn a friend o araiicime leaves
you scratching vow head in wonder Unusual
secrets emerge foods.
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Your Daily
Horoscope
By tail Paul
For Tuesday, September 14
IF TODAN IS YOUR BIR1 !MAN
You tend to repress your feelings, and this
can result in health problems such as poor
digestion or insomnia. Fresh air and steady,
moderate exercise helps you release ex-
cess tension and maintain emotional equi-
librium. Try to let people know when
you're upset: problems only grow worse
when treated with neglect.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): A
friendship takes on confusing undertones
that will ev....ntually become plain Time
art! distance is needes.: .nake sense of
their behavior
TAURUS (Aptil 2$- May 20): sim-
ple phone call can dear up. social misun-
derstanding, hut making that call will take
some courage Break the ice' it's your
move'
May 21 - June 20): Your
rnitial reaction to a possible romantic in-
vols ement is right on the money this
est:rung Don't second guess yourself'
CANCER (Jane 21 - July 22): Some-
one tries to maneuver you into a decision
that goes totally against your grain If he
knew you better, he wouldn't bother
I.E0 (July 23 - Aug. 22o: An align-
ment of planets greatls enhances your con-
centration. twinging uncles:eloped ideas into
charpl% defined focus Cover all the an-
gles
% (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): A ,ourut-
er famils member's decisions ma s contain
some rather ohs sous flaws. but trs not to
interfere Everyone has a right to make
their own mistakes
I IRR Sep(. 23 - Oct. 221: You need
r, es. ape the house tonight arid forget about
the das past Get OUI with VOW' spouse Or a
friend and feel as the tension melt awas
SCORPIO (Oct. 23. Nes. 21): .ain
unusually ag.sressive aspect moves into
your chart with the sun this morning' You
mas unintentmnall) cross the border be-
tween assertive and _rust plain push%
SkGITTARRIS iNos. 22 - Dec. 21):
Evers thing comes to those with enough
willpower to wait for the nght moment
Don't start anything prernaturels, wait un-
til the time is right'
lAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19):
Your innate individualism mas hump up
against the wishes of someone an a posi-
tion ot greater authonty toda% Trs to keep
a low pmtile
AQARR'S (Jan. 20 - Feb. 1St: An
aggressive acquaintance, work mate, or
relative could push yOU lo the limit Stand
%our ground and refuse to he manipulated'
PISCES (Feb. 19- March 20): You•re
tikel ti 1w unucualk defensive and easels
angered as your stars increase the chances
ot an argument at home or wort Chill out'
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Get answers to any three clues
by touch tone phone I -900-420
5656 (751 each minute)
Corrections
To /sing a cOrneCtiOn to OW at-
tention. isiotect tht f:tlitor at
hetween th, boors of a.m
and noon. or stop the office in
the hasement of I ord Hall.
Personal Astrolo0 Consultations to Telephone
CAI i 1-900-796-3063 to talk 1-on I with a protemtiona, astmioger about your
personal ronoens - love and compatability work, money. career
relationships. family
Not • tape or computer message Astrologers Sire available seven clays a
week, morn rig through evening, at a cost of 52 99 per minute. which it billed
to your The first minute is FRE'E You must be IS or older Call
today — 14100-72646$11.
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• Fire safety and awareness
Lofty tactics used to promote fire safety
By Deanna L Partridge
Staff Writer
Two first-year students received a pleas-
ant surprise after their first week of college at
the I 'niversity of Maine free lofts for their
roone.
(lin shirtier liodgdon and Craig l3ouchard
won wooden bed lofts in a drays ing ponsored
by the Orono Fire Department and 1 'Maine's
Division of Campus Lis ing on Friday. Sept
10.
Volunteers from the Orono Fire rkrl.
were on campus Sunday Sept 5. to build two
lofts from lumber donated hy ('ampusl ismg
The lofts, structures which lake a hed off the
floor high enough to position a desk or a couch
safely and comfortably underreath. had been
on display •-• the Sioside dir.,.nr
complexes all %%eel, Students had only to
submit their names in ceder to register for the
dray. ing
.1 was shocked at first 'alien 1 heard 1 had
'son I thought ii was a joke.- said Hodgdon.
an intended electrical engineering major from
Bath. Maine
"I N% WWI.' even going to enter the urn.. mg.
but I thought %hat the hell and put ins name
in I didn't think Id IA in. said Bouchard, an
intended biology major from Litchfield.
Maine
The idea behind the drais mg was to push
fire safety arrnesc and prevention into the
front mind of students - and have a little fun
in the process
The Orono Fire l)epaiinvent provides all
basic fire and safety coverage for campus It is
also involved in safety. education and
tlklaine's Fire Prevention Committee
Peter Metcalf. a full-time Omno firefight-
er. estimated his department responds to SOO
alarms on campus during the academic year
Out of those calls. he said most are to
nvesnt. ate repel. of moke hitt a lair amouat
are generated hy pranks Metcalf said educa-
tion is a key to mitring false alarms
We don't get many actual fires with
visible flames," Metcalf said about the I Name
calls
Most residence hall fires involve candles
that ti:cidentally ignite surmunding materials
or minor trash can fires, according to Scott
Anchors. dirrctoc of Campus Living. Fire
preventi in education could also greatly re-
duce the numbest of flITS accidentally set by
students
-Most people don't pay attention to fir:
safety until a „Ton. situation We scant the
firefighters to he cern as part of our lives. not
just part of a crisis," Anchors said
Fire prevention and education can at times
he like preaching to the converted, according
to Metcalf
'The people who are receptive to what we
are saying will participate in the activities. We
can't reach everybody. but we try to do our
best.- Metcalf said
Hodgdon said he thought the fife rules in
his residence hal! had a pint and were sensible
has faced its share of fire cnc;s
situations in recent years. A major fire in
Knox Hall in January of 1992 caused exten-
sive damage and forced the evacuation of. 260
hall residents
cause of the tire was determined to he
rise
Anum
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50%
25% Off
49.77
smoldering cigarette ashes in a couch A
second fire caused by an overheated hair
dryer resulted in considerable damage to a
mom in Hart Hall in October of the same year
"I think some students have viewed us as
antagonists or as another authority figure.
coming to campus with our sirens in the
middle of the night. But, we're here to do a
job I think after the fires in recent years
students have come to appre6ate us more."
Metcalf saisi
The loft dressing was the first in a series of
events to increase the appreciation and visi-
bility of firefighters on campus. During Fam-
ily and Friends Weekend, Sept 17-19, the
Onno Fire Department 'sill have a fire safety
display and demonstration on the mall
On Oct. 7. Campus ving will give awards
fivr the best deformed and most oigina! te.t-
dense moms using tire safematerials and
practices.
Bouchard said he already has his sights set
on the next contest Just hours after winning
the loft he had plans to assemble the structure
and start paintaig a mural
• Politics
No delay for
base closings
W ASH INGTON AP) — Sen. Bob S 
tried unsuccessfully Friday to convince col-
leagues to delay the next round of military
base closures
Smith, R-N H. hacked a proposal hy
Sen Diane Feinstein. II-Calif.. that would
push hack the next round of closings from
1995 to 1907 The proposal lost 79-18
In a speech on the Senate floor. Smith
said he has supported previous base ch.),
mg... but believes -we cannot randomly
pillage our defense program without any
regard to the long-term consequences of our
action."'
The ongoing effort to wring more mon-
ey from a defense well run dry is actually
costing U S taxpayers money, not saving
It," he said "It is cooing them their tobs,
then livelthood, their community economic
vitality and their security
This veal' round of base closures tar-
gets I 30 installations and scales hack
with California losing nine major faci.: •
in Oakland. San Diego and other area, at the
expense of more than 20.o00 military an,.
10.10) civilian tolls
The Portsmouth Naval Ships arc -
Kiner).  Maine stayed off the infect closure
list, but it's feared the installation — and its
roughly 5.000101's —will he included in the
next round
Smith lamented that `view Hampshire's sea-
alas: ,:a• ,1c..a.tated !r,s tlx ,ck 
Pease kit- Force Base, and continues to smee
He said in addition to delay ing co t.
pain, a postponement of closures 'aotit,..
alloys the Defense Department to better gauge
the international situation and determine
what kind of military force is needed to hest
counter threats
'Its time to step hack. take a deer
breath. examine what we've done. kvok
the effects. he said
Smith also called U S militars irotalia
lions national treasures and militars ork
ers national assets
"11 we shut down these installations and
send their skilled work forces inw the stmets
they simpls cannot he ro.orrititioesi he said
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Woodbury
from page 1
Problems Woodbury expects to combat
as governor are the economy, education
from pre-school through adult, and environ-
mental issues
But those nvay not he the only issues he
is ill have to work on.
Ken flay es, chair of the political science
department at I 'Maine. said Woodbury will
has e to establish a base k ithm the democrat-
ic party before the June primary.
"The problem Bob Woodtury has is
that he has no clear base lof support I within
the political party that I know of," Hayes
said.
About the people he has been speaking
%Ali about campaigning. "They are proba
bty people with financial resources who
it ould like to sec him as governor
Hayes also said that so far, Woodbixy
has "never really pravided a clear view of
chat he stood for."
"Maine is at a real juncture in its history'.
The economy needs to change, because the
resources of state rw-rnnx-rt are going to
be limited," Woodbury said. "Lots of policy
problems are going to nerd new thinking
This state needs neva ideas. perspectives.
and people"
Woodbury said he -has been a democrat
virtually all his life, voted for Kennedy in
1960." and will be running in the democratic
primaries
"As chancellor, I was responsible for
bring non-partisan so that the university
could get support from a broad spectrum of
supporters," Woodbury said 'Ill• were vis-
ibly identified with one party that would he
itTicuit."
Hayes said W'oodhury 's contention he
had to refrain from being identified with one
political party as chancellor u as "one way
of rationalizing his lovv-key standing within
the political arena"
Hayes pointed out the Democratic Party
is composed of a wider spectrum than the
Republican of individuals, laborers, wom-
en, gays and poor voters. "Where would he
get his votes'," Hayes asked.
Splur.
Introduction
To The Library
and
Its Resources
What: Single, One—Hour Sessions
- Including URSUS Basics
Who: Open to All
Where: First Floor Conference Rm.
Fogler Library
When: Tues. 914 9700 AM
Wed. 9115 4700 PM
Mon. 9/20 5:30 PM
U2 Can Have
The Edge!
• it "I— kis* to TIor Csativi Eder tin all your
-lairstyling needs Stop in our salon and you'll find
,i-iirdable styles few men, women, and kids of all
as well at s%iur favorite predik-ts frftfli &lilt dr
Trrrr, Rakes, and Feria 21.
• ( -all and make an appointment'
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THERE'S A
BETTER WAY
TO PORTLAND
AND BOSTON.
CONCORD TRAILWAYS
SERVES THE
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE!
Concord Trailways, one of northern New England's largest
intercity bus companies, offers fast, convenient, non-stop
service from Bangor to Portland, with continuing non-stop
service from Portland to downtown Boston, and connecting
service to Logan International Airport And now, there's daily
roundtnp service from the University of Maine in Orono,
with additional service Fridays and Sundays!
The comforts of jet
travel far a fraction
of the cost. The things you
like be t ib it iiying are here
fast travel time, a movie, choice
of music channels, big comfort-
able seats climate control arid
even a snack
Riding Concord
Trailways is as fast
as your car and costs
loss. he stuAent fare from
Bangor to Boston (with 1.0 ) is
lust $50 roundtripl Or travel from
Bangor to Portland for just WC
roundtrip (with I .D . ) . And, its
2-1 4 hours to Portland from
Bangor. or 4-1/4 hours to Bos-
ton. Instead of fighting traffic.
YOU can reaci, stucty or lust relax
In the import of
Roston, the modem Concord
-ao!wayS Station is located in
the business district. just across
the street from South Station and
AMTRAK. There's also a 'T
Station with service to most
colleges and universities
Ws good for the
unvironessent. Ride public
transportabon arid keep the air
in Maine dean and hearth
Ride from campus.
Concord Trailways stops behind
the Maine Bear at the front en-
trance to the gym on Gym Drive
No reservations necessary
Additional schedule
service from Ranger
with plenty of free
parking at the new Trailways
Station on Rte. 222 (Union
Street) Take 1-95 Exit 47 (Rte
222 Ohio Street Union Street)
and follow the signs to Bangor
intemattonal Airport Traitways
is on Union Street. between
Wendy's and Midas Muffler
almost directly across the street
from the airport entrance
Can we help? Questions/
Call Concord Trailways
TOLL FREE at 1-800-639-5150
seven days a week from 7700
&M. to 620 p.m. From the
Bangor area call (207)945-4000
UNIV. MANE - MOCK ME - PORTLAND, INE - BOSTON, MA - LOOM Mt.IAA
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WHY WOULD ANYONE DRIVE?
CONCORD TRAMWAYS
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ArtsForum
• Arts writers wanted, reviewers too
• Submit original sketches, poems, works
• Call 581-1270 for more details
What's new
(II the arts
scene?
In the near future:
Film: ".Vor A Low Sauey. A
Film .41-mut Porriograp y," are-
spouse panel will react to the film
and discuss issues of free speech,
censorship and violence. pail
Rape and Sexual Assault Aware-
ness W'rek, 7 la m., Monday , Sept.
13, Bangor Lounges. Fite.
Film: "Someone YON Know,"
film ano discussion facilitated
by Jennifer Burkhart. executive
directs of Rape Response Ser-
: of Bangor: part of Rape
and Sexual Assault Awareness
Week. 3 p.m., Tuesday. Sept.
14, Bangor Lounges. Free.
Film: "Campus Rape," with
group discussion facilitated by
Sand) San-o, Counseling Cen-
ter. Cutler Health Center. and
Renea Galen. athocate with
Rape Response Sets ices. 11
a m . Wednesday, Sept. 15.
Bangor Lounges Free.
On-going arts and entertain-
111C111
International Folk Dancing.
every Monday, 7 p.m. Memori-
al Union
('haute Chaplin The Early.
Films of a screen Legend, the
Mil-day Tuesda) Video Pi "great.
2.304.30 pm. carry Tuesday,
FFA Room, Memorial Union
TGIF Music. e% ery Friday.
noon, Bangor Lounge Merno-
nal l'nion
"Compeer Pau/Campus Fu-
ture Creating Cosranunity," an
Institutional Planning exhibit
through e ady fall. Alumni Hall.
"Cr/1%ring Lines.. Histories of
Jews and (7.1PIIIIICS Is Bangor.
%fount Fiesen Island and Calais.
Maine." an exhibit ofhisanric
kx and paintings ooliecied by au-
thor Judith (loldsteart, Aug 9 tau
Sept 17. Carnegie Hall, part of the
conferences 13aloic Contacts in
North, n New England. the At-
lantic Prosinots and Quebec.
"On A et/Orninani," a Univer-
sity 0.1 Manic Mum= of
exhibit. thra•gb Oct R. Hole in
the Wall Gallery, Memorial.
Union
-Encounters. The &ow,
Columbus." a Badyna
exhibit of 22 color reproduc-
tions of antique maps and
illustrations. through (Xi 10
Maine Center for the Arts
"Faces of Nepal." a H
Museum exhIbit nt phntographs
of pr .r err !•,N Mark
• : sr and tras •
• tsr•t-- throuvl-.Cka 1r,
an rsSit
Nati% e .kmencan pottery from
the callect, through Oct 10.
Maine Cemer fin the Ai ts.
• On-going events ore free
unless othminse noted. I Campus. (Boyd photo.)
By Deanna I.. Partridge as country stars, rock concerts and
major speakers, cannot be planned
this far in ads an,-e and the sched-
The 1993-44 season at the ule willhesupplementedwith such
Maine Center for the Arts, er- programs as they are booked Per-
city of M ai ne, offers new programs formances in the 1993-94 Perim-
and experiences. both on the cut- mance series include'
ling edge of modern arts and in the Royal Regiments on Parade,
tradition of the classics_ Thursday. Sept 21 at 7 r m corn-
The new I y announced schedule hints majestic music ss ith the beau-
isa reflection of what the audiences is of highland dancing for an
base said they want, according to es ening in honor of the 40th anni-
John 1. Patches. MCA director sersan of Queen Elizabeth ll's
"This year's nerformances TV „-r aation The pro,, am will in-
flect new programs that ha% en•t chide music from the coronation
beam here before We have brought and a sanely of traditional crier:-
hack Flroadw ay anti drama. which tion for bagpipes and brass hand.
hay e !seen % oid in the past few -Man of La Mancha." Saturday,
y ears, and ins Isided ii lice classical Sept 25 at S p.m . is one of the most
.eason.'. Patches said "The quail- pi-Tula/Broadway miyacals in Arran-
t) anti creatis it) that %sill be present ica The story of llion Quixote and his
on the Hutchins Concert Hall stage quest fix -The Imptassible Dream" is
this season leases no question that a winner of fist Tor.y Asa ants
the MCA us a wond-class force in Laurie Anderson, perhaps one
the performing arts " of the best-known as ant -garde
Full-time UMaine students re- pet-forming artists in the world,
cease two free tickets to the MCA will tiring her one-of-a-kind per-
each semester Shows tend to sell. fon-naive to the mt-A avednes.
out quickly . students are ad- day . Sept 29 at 7p m The es ening
sised to get their tickets from the will combine inventor electron-
hox office in the IsIt'A soon ics, striking % sual c. original music
The 1993-94 Performance Se- and pointed anecdotes
ries opens Saturdas. Sept 18 at 8 Although few former child
pm with Stars of the American prodigies continue to excite audi-
Ballet, a combination of some of ewes and build distinguished ca- cently played include iazz. rock.
the world' c foremost dancers fmm leers. pianist lax-in Hollander is an alternative. Latin and bluegrass
the New 1 tirt ('its Ballet and the exception Hollander made his The will bring their whole range
American Ballet Theater Follow - Carnegie Hall debut at age 11 and of sty les and talents to the MCA
ins the performance there will be a has gone on to perform with major Wednesday. (let 6 at 7 p m
Champagne and Chi volate Recep- orchestras worlds% iiie He per- "Sunday inthe Park nithGeorge,"
non with the dancers and other form selections from Bach and Stephen Sondheim's masterpiece.
distinguished guests for those who Schubert Saturday . Oct 2 at Sp m pies heyond the exploration of an
have purchased a special Donor's Bela Fleck and the Flecktones artist to the an iriett. with all its tri-
Ticket for the es ening are anything but categorized A urnphs and pains Si" its inescapable
Patches said some events. such look at the %elutes they have re necessity The play aoll be performed
Soundheim's Masterpiece 'Sunday in the Park with George'
will play the MCA October 20'. (Courtesy photo.)
Satuniay . Oct 16 at Rpm
The Leipzig 'kw andhaus Or-
chestra will make a stop on its
250th anniversary tour at the
MCA Wednesday . Oct 20 at 7
p m Conducted by Kurt Mawr.
the Leipzig Gewandhaus is Ger-
many 's oldest orchestra
will include selections tt,
• Variety
Drama, dance and more at the MCA
Staff Writer
See MCA on pare 21
• Turnover
New Director for University Art Museum
By Deanna L. Partridge
Staff Writer
Charles A Shepard III. direc-
tor and curator of UNiaine s Muse-
um of Art has left the University
of Maine to become the newly
director of the Museum of Art at
Ohio I Tniversity Athens
Shepant a1s allassIstani maks-
cnr of an heotory at l. 'Mane, cane to
the Universto m 195" and also initi-
ated the museum studies pitsguan
Shepard renewed Ins ursiergrad-
taw degree man hisses with highest
distinction from UMaine in 1952 be-
Pre going on in earn his nwaer's in
art Fasces from Williams College
UMain's Museum of Art n based carnegi Hall on South
While a student at I Maine.
Shepard conceived island directed
the Workplace Gallery, student-
operated professional grillers
"I believe the Universits of
Maine is reads for another step in
the development of their art col-
lection and dies want to move he
yond a sort of 'care taker' Iruation
thes 've fallen into And that's im-
portant because in the next three to
six year.lwould like that museum
to he one of the most ambitious
modern art collections in New
England.- Shepard said in a 1987
Ann Arbor News interview
almost Ma years tr , the da. Shep
ant has completoc, t•,
IFI 104.6. ('Maine M.;
s the onl% fine art' sieo,
ss ine• .•, ye,
wtrti
works and is ot
the most distinguished land grant
iin,Yerson art rriuseunts arid colic-
twins in the country
Sarah L Fasoltit of Camden, an
expenenced museum and gallery
administrator arid curator will
verve as interim director laird a
national search is conducted and a
new. permanent director is named
"lam vers excited to be here,-
Fasokft said
Although this is her first expe-
rience on the uliversit) level, Fa -
soldt has chaired the Visual Arts
Advisory Panel of the Maine Coast
Antsits. non-profit costemporary
an gallery in Rockport from 1054
57 and from 1981-91 She'
worked as a curator w ,th• the W
Si Farnsworth I 
museum in Rockland. and as
vtdlers ass:stant for Gallen fift,
irnme-, la, ,riternporars Maine
Belfast
The ; 'rsuiseumgaller
les are located in Carnegie Hat
The museum is also responsible
far nine other galleries Wawa
throughout campus
rhe Maine Camp
MCA
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MCA
from page 20
Beethoven and Mussorgsky
Capitol Steps, San inlay, Oct 23 at 8 p . is
the only group that tries to he funnier than
Congress Songs from its political satire reper-
toire include 'Thank God I'm a Contra Boy,"
"Pirates of Ted's Pants" and "Workin' 9k, 10."
Anderson Quartet, winner of the
1491 International Cleveland Quartet ('om-
petition, cc iii perform works by Haydn and
Shosiakov ich Saturdav, Oct 30 at It pm
Ihe Ballet Nacional de Caracas is de-
scribed as fast and furious. stimulating and
sensual It will perform under the direction of
Vincente Nebrada Friday, Nov 5 at 8 p.m.
Bela Fleck and the Flerktones
Courtesy photo)
The evening will feature the troupe's lusty
signature piece. Stravinsky' s"Rite of Spring "
Wy nton Mat-sails will hi ing a culmina-
tion of more than a decade of consistently
outstanding music to the M('A Tuesday,
No% 9 at 7 p m To see Marsalis perform on
stage is to see a composer aad jazzman in the
tradition of the true American g, cats
Saturday. Nov 13 promises to he an
evening of Irish love. magic and music
when the Clancy Brothers perform with
guests the Northeast Winds. Beginning at 13
p m the performance will consist of Irish
favorites, haunting ballads and music with
UM •
orrn Wednesday October 6 at 7 pm
universal appeal.
"Ghost Stories by Stephen King" offers
audiences a chance to enjoy the feeling of
being scared silly with this theatrical adapta-
tion of some of Kiog's most macabre stories.
The first of two performances will be gi% en
Sunday. Nov. 14 at 7 p m A second chow ing,
a version for the younger crowd, will be pre-
sented Monday, Nov 15 at 10 a m
A Guitar Summit. featuring noted mas-
ters Joe Pass, leo Konke, Pepe Romero and
Paco Pena, will take place Wednesday. Nov
17 At 7 pm Whatever your preference —
jazz.. steel-string, classical. flamenco -- there
will he something to please everyone.
"Rebecca of Sunnyhrook Farm" will be
a special treat for children of all ages on
Friday. Nov 19 at I and 7 p ni Minnesota's
acclaimed Children's Theatre Company
brings to life Rebecca and her home in
Riverhorn. Maine, through original music
and dazzling scenery.
Musica Antigua Koln performs fanciful,
festive and seductive German Baroque music
on instillment% from the period The pro-
gram. comprised of works hy Mozart and
Handel, should offer drama and intensity to
concert goers Saturday, Dec. 11 at 8 p.m.
SINCI, SING, SING...
THE UNIVERSITY OF MAINE ORATORIO SOCIETY
WILL PERR,..o1 THE BRAHMS. REQUIE,..‘
ON JANUARY 29, 1994,
AT THE MAINE CENTER FOR THE ARTS
INTERESTED SINGERS WHO HAVE CHORAL EXPERIENCE
SHOULD COME TO THE FIRST ORATORIO SOCIETY MEETIN.":
sEPTEMBER 13,7 PM IN 217 LORD HALL ON THE MAINE CAMPUS
SCORES ARE AVAILABLE AT THE UMAINE BOOKSTORE
With this, you With these,
can saw kr years. can save right now
That perray,ar ammo beet,
NM.Viii can get substantial savings on these Macintosh' per-
sonal computers.W can km get special student financing with the
itpple' Computer Loan' — make owning a Mac' even easier lb see
Cobras*. 4/80 batrn kr Cob- halt irt itoani 6 10' Backiit Super
tkneae Pnerrennete' ?KR 4$1,Apek Miecitleteb
Nceilor mu I Appiekeib:teri $1008.89 Tajo Iknocfro*te /10a) $1352-22
Vple Moarrat Arlie Saamast
IC Ill *A wik Iles& Calor Moo** anir*- 610 IBA kopk atm Color Arnow
Appk t*koser $1322.22 & lOk biengled kayboan $1574.44
just ho ia affordable a Macintosh an he. visit vour Apple Tamp
Reseller ;oda% tinel discover the power mere college student
choose The pow of Macintosh The power to he sour
For Back to School Savings visit
Computer Connection • 28 Shibles Hall
or call 581-2580
0.521. maw. A.=-- adas4mi WO um. indb. OW 06 amp. • 0.61••••••1 ••41101. ea .1•••••• "bp., 11Pir ,10,11••• .1a INIM • .4 MP./ ••••••1•11.11MI• 41111,101110/.. 111
Ex
your
1/4 arec Center Job Search Workshops
Fail 1993
Please sign up ahead cafe time for the workshops that you plan
to attend Additional workshops wil he annoriced in the Career
Butietm
Resume %Vnting MACS arnithell. Carrel Cris yr)
Sep 14 IS re-
Wen., sept 11, 2 '5 pm
Thurs., Sept 16 3:15 pm
Fri., Sept 17 2:15 pm
Mon., Sept 20 315pm
Toes., Sept 21 3.15 pm
Wed., Sept 22 3 IS pm
Fn., Sept 24 2 15 pm
Thum , Sqn 30 215 pm
Tees , Oct 5 2.15 pm
Wed., Oct 6 3.15 pm
Effective Interviewer* Lens tuns Carer. Center'
Wed., Sept 22 2-1S pm
Thurs. Sept 2.1 2715 pre
Moo, Sept r 3:15 pm
Tues Sept 2R 3-IS pm
Tues. Nos 16 2 15 pm
u.'ed Nor 17 1Spm
IL 'ewer letters
Wed ,
flora,
Latitsese Carrer Center'
Sept 29 2 IS prn
Sept 30 11.00am
'oli Sears h Stratqrim aeration Center Cenur)
Federal /oh 'ward% Thun Sept AO 3 15 pm
( -nevi for Science Maine' Tuts Oct 5 IS pm
( weer% for Ruseneris Manes Wed Oct 6 2 IS pm
areer. for Mato Marion Mors Oct 14 3 1 S prn
Careen for Enithei Mayors Wed New I 3 15 pm
Mdcmgda mrsa ofa Joh Far Mon , Non 202 IS pm
Graduate School tbreatien .Weniereal Zinnias)
Applying to Graduate School Tun Oct 19 315 pm
Considering Graduate Sdinol?
Mark Vetlf calenderi
Graduate & Profess:lona! School I.:
Tuescia. . Oct 26, 1993
11 00 2 30 pm
Winona! I
Crime ta& an gad school mpresentinves about programs m
Bareness Len Social Week Coansehr* Lerarrilrnnabottal
Science Optomens
Applying to Graduate Schoni Wodtshop Tuesday October 19
3 I S rwn Mernonai Union
Engtrierring lob Fair
Tom*, October 2h, 190
900 3-00 pm
Welts Ihrung Room
G-woe talk to over 20 compare regresentatises about career
iirsuRdities, imeerrahipa, nemmer tolls. and alb naginnb
All engineering studions anci rhos innienn considering
eavineeties us a am* at encouraged toattend
1
ariammIEMIMMIMIlln
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lore
; Seniors- and Graduating Students
Welcome ha.i fi, campus .15 mu bream mu. !irk], rear of
staid. we invite mu to visa the Career Center third floor of
Chadbourne Halt and uttli:r the thana cera,,ir available to
VOW Vi'e are committed to provuling audit. . unsels asfortnation
and nrs,nsives on graduate school reaturetrwras and deadlines,
career Information and opr.orturunes Although the
Pennons, as will sonwwhat siarritisk ma earn sigtufwanth
incrraie roar, chances al successful empiewrient upon
groduanon tor narressfed twin into graduate school,ha
wonting with die Career Center to l dewlap the it -
reeceisars to nneovet jtö ettwnints nr.4et
1.fr • and • gain acre, • • '
across die country.
For those al von whe are raferniliar with the perk-est it is
essential !ha, you re-grrte, with the Career Center pin pilacenient
seniors aria than vou tame and effort to ectilore Ile
nori. ciorpto that are at•ailahle inform...ion below is
designed to help wser eel started on the pmress no..
It ssni are undecided abort velar career plans, comer and takt
with Ks We can help was. assess wur *ins and 11111frros and
provide V014 with re :tierces to eqiiore a wide varies rif career
opoons inehrehne internships pawns lobs in the non-profit
sector and ,mhs at the state local and manorial levels.
We look forward to (wring to inen..th, cu,dg, twist ,
to was. durrne the cantons rear
Patricia Colatihan
Assn. late Director
options
Scooce,
*Comm (Autrieltrig& nla Advning
•C:omputented Career Programs
F)CI'S Self assiewriert, and career gii,dance
SIGN! PI UN Self amens:sent, occupation,
recommended career options 'Meurer( related
to 111.1141rt
N'EWS International and domestic rib bank,
provides compacts' prohles ort raga mac-ions hstrar
CAREER NTT On line ash hank luring over
2000 jobs, updated regularly
CHOICES Corriputentd occupational.
Informationai on 2400 echrcanorta trisrrninons.
including graduate and pmfenuorial whew*
))CIS Federal gervermnent career informanon
(organirecl by mayor i. agenct Information, and
an interest inventors misted to stoverrimnent yoba
0Seff Help Career lab
*Career literature
•Maine Mentor Program
•Rrviime Critiques
•Interrothip Leconte%
*Seminars & Workshops
•Mook Interviews
•Special Programs
'On Campos Interviews
',Current lob Orirmings
• Employer 1 Stem/Iry
•Graduste & Professional School Infortnation
*Resume Referesk
•Conpeearite Edocation/Pield Expertence
Makie Recruiting Comortkirn: Bolos Inenrsiewing Um!
Retiime deadline Tunisia) October 19
A full day of interviews for liberal arts, science and litoines,s
grad tlateS with many employers front acmes New England,
Thursday, Ilecember 9 , 1993 Bangor GOic Center, Bangor,
Maim 9-00am-4 30iim Students must register with the
Career Center and ritimit resumes for prescreening by
4:30 Meader, October 19, 1993
Participating Companies tar car9/7/93).
Brooks Drug
Fenny:ow 11.nr•
Osco tInirt/Save Oa Drags
C V.S
Keane Incorporated
People's }Image Rank
Cianbre Corporation
I neklieed Sanders
Radio Shack Div of Tandy
HOAK
Northwestern Mutual life Insurance
The Upnitin Company Sales
Portland Interne-ming Day March 3, 1994
fobs, Jobs Jobe
Current lob listings
The Career Center has informat.on on hundreds of sobs
*it we riot hated m our weekly Career Bulletins, We
eititange berings with over 20 mars universities, and
we subscntie and receive uceldsinacintfili lob &amp
"I he International Educator
Mame Sunday Telegram
Human Services Career Connesitin
The t of Higher Education
1-.17Th WOO&
MUICIritV Review
Orpocrunitres in Pur4s, Affairs
National [sureness Erriployment Week*
Current ?ohs in Writing, Editing and Communications
The National Arts Job Bank
The lob Seeker-lobs m Enronmentai Profesiiions
Environmental Oppertinities
Northeast A, hletics Job Link
Anrk Club ot Amersea
Community lobs Oppommares
Current lot. tar Greehifstr. 1 :therS1 Pre:AVirr
internanonal Empirromem Cosettr
at the
Senior lob Plionient Nights
College ot &AMUR Administration Wed Sept 15
location 120 Link Had Time 6.00 pm
College of Engineering and Technislogs &
College of Sciences Thins Sept 1 6.
Locanor. 120 lode Hall Time 6-00 pot
College of .hrts and Itheinamnes &
College of SociS and Behatiora Sciences Wed Sept 22
Locanon 110 link Hall Time 6-00 pen
College of Nature; Resources &
Frir•••-i 'num Sept 23
Location SI10 Imle Hall Time 6-00 pm
Career Center
third floor, Chadbourne flail 581-1359'Open 8-4, Monday -Friday
Sp
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SportsNews
The Campus
Sports Ticker
SUnday's baseball scores
Nue Jays 4 angeisi
TORONTO t AP) — The Toronto Blue
Jays completed a three-game sweep Sun-
day as Paul Montor's three-rim homer
bloke a tifth-inning scoreless tie in a 4-1
victory against the California Angels
Pat Borders started the fifth with s
single oft Chuck Finley (14-12) and after
Dick Schofield' s lice moved ijorciets
to . •
Henderson of a hit leaping high to snare
h,s liner to third.
Devon White then reached when short-
stop Reid C'orreia's throw pulled first base-
man ) T Soot. on the hag. rating up
Mt/itiOg s three-ran shot on the next pitch.
Dave Stewart (9-8). forced to leave
after re-aggravating his right groin, which
he pulled on Aug 26, allowed one run on
four m 6 1-3 innings for the victors
1)uane Ward. the Jays fourth pitcher.
worked the ninth for hi 39th save
Aslyea 9, Mines 2
PHILADELPHIA tAPI — Pete Hat-
nisch won his third straight decision. and
Chris Donn& hit a rwo-nurt homer as the
urging Hoar:ton Astros heat the Philadel-
phia Phillies 9-2 Sunda
Harnifich 14-Si allowed M It hits, struck
out two and walked three in six innings
Donne's replaced Jeff Bagwell in the
first inning — after he a. a' hit by a pitdi
fracturing his right wtt — and homered
off Ben Rivera 12-9) in the third to give
Hotu.am a 4-0 lead.
Craig Biggio hit Ins 19th homer In
open the game, and Eric Anthony added an
RBI single for a 24) lead.
Nets S. Calls II
N'E.94' YORK (API — Sid Fernandez
pitched a four-hitter for his first ccentiele
game and shutout, and Eddie Murray had
a homer and three Rfilf. as the New l'ark
Men heat the Clucago Orbs 5-0 Sunday.
Fernandez 44, sru.1 out six and
walked three ut his ninth career shutout
and 23rd :amplest game
Bill Brennan ((1-1). purdwed from
Iowa of the American .kasociation, keeled
Ice the first time since 1998 and allowed all
five runs on nine hits 115 2-3 innings
With the Mets leading 1-41Mrirray hit
his 25th homer of die sermon to the opm-
site field in left after Todd Hundie) 's ((tr-
out double in the fifth Hundley finished
with a career-high fair hits
Red Sea II, Indhue. I
CLIATLANI) AP. --- Tim Naehring
capped a great weekend with four morr
RBIs and Nate Minches won his major-
lcngue dchin Sundas in the Boflitlf: Red
Sox beat the Cleveland Indians 11-1 for.
split of their four-game aeries
Minches (1-01 pitched a complete
game, giving up one nui and I 0 hits, wars -
mg none and striking out five
The Red Sos gave him pietas to wort
with scoring two on Rob Nktvin's home
rur in the second, two more on Naelvnig's
two
-run double in the fourth, and rating k
away with a -AM sixth Nark* and
Sorn Cooper had rwr-run rangier, and
Melvin and Mc ‘' aughn each drove in a ran.
• UMaine field hockey sinks UNB, 2-1
• Black Bear soccer squads suffpr slump Sunday
• A look at the 1993 Yankee Conference
• UMaine men's soccer
UMaine drops heartbreaker to TJRI 1-0
By Chris DeBeck
Sports Writer
I. no ersity of Rhode Island coach Ed
Bradley, and 'nisersity, of Maine coach Scott
Atherles both termed Sunday's men's soc-
cer match at Alumni Field "a typical Maine-
Rhode Island game"
Missed opportunities. unlucky bounces,
and close play prevailed until 1121 back
Peter Dos Santos kicked in a rebound off a
corner kick, leading the Rams to a 1-0 s too-
rs over the Re.r.
"This was 3 good win for us." Bradley
said We tan. believe in ourselves
['RI is now 1-2 on the season. a. hr
UMaine drops to 1-1
Dos Santos scored after the Black Bears
tailed to clear Ran Sns der • s header off the
carnet kick llos Santos penetrated and fired
to the left ot the net 3114.1 the hall caromed off
tuo tMaine players and past Black Bear
goalie Set' D' Appolonia at 65-0S of the
second halt
'1 kneu Ryan u as going to head it hack.
so I tned to fill the space as quick as poss.-
Ne.- llos Santos said "I say the hall and
toed to hit the hall hard and loss L ix Us it
bounced off of two or three players and went
in -
Maine nearls took the lead moments
earlier when Paul Kelly's direct kick sliced
in and hit the right post. skipping out of
hounds
Beadles uas pleased with his team's
effort. saying that it u as the firs: game all of
his players were together
No one player d.sminates for us. we
have no tntemational strikers.- Bradley said
"We're a blue collar team
Roth teams played a scoreless first half.
with the Rams dominating the plas Brian
Bradley had two Food chances fot 1.'Rl
while Jake Ouirnet and Dunphy combined
for a couple of chances.
Bradley was pleased that his team was
able to capitalize on its opportunits.
We usually let those go by the the
board.- Bradley said "But we kept our
composure and it paid off We usually have
trouble scoring every time ,e play UMaine"
Ram goalkeeper Mitch Stone saved two
of 13 shots, while D' Ammonia stopped six
of 16 Ram attempts
-This was a classic UMaine - I game."
Atheries said "It's seldom pretty, usually a
dogfight. and they tUR1) got what they
deserved
"We have to pick our chins up, tie our
shoes tighter, and move on."
UMaine's Mike Dunphy battles LIRI's Peter Dos Santos for the bat ' du/rig
UMaine's 1-0 loss Sunday (1( *sow photo')
• UMaine football
'Terriers crush UMaine with first quarter outburst
BL., rolls of 35 unanswered first period points in capturing 45-0 in
By Chad Finn first-year coach Jack Cosgrove. who plass later
Sports Editor watched the Terrier tornado drop his to 1- Another ['Maine miscue—this one a
I with the loss fumble lin reigning Yankee Conferens-e
The l'nivercits of Maine-Roston l'ni- -11 all happened so fast They were Player ot the Week Rob Tutstu that Jahn
versits football game Saturday afternoon clicking on all cylinders Dougherty was May recovered for the Terriers—led to the
a. as a fairly close contest at least until the the unknown frutor. and he did a terrific job next RI. scone On BI-,. first phis from
opening kickoff running their run-and-shoot The i BI' t de- scrimmage. Dougherty found a streaking
From there on. ['Maine didn't have a fence didn't surprise me at all. though Jason Andrade wide-open for a "9-yard
chance - it was all Terriers Boston Univer- They are yr-reran
 and they are quick" touchdown catch-and-run that left at least
highly explosive run-and-shoot of- The RI. defense did indeed do the joh. three I, 'Maine defenders smelling like burnt
fence ran and shot it's way to 3 unan- limiting I 'Maine to 240 yands of total of- toast
*weird first quarter points in pounding the fence, most of which came after the out- A Dougherty -to-Henderson th recep-
Black Bears. 45-0 come had alt-each been decided lions. 5e yardsteight-sard TI) pass and an
Terriers quarterback Robert Dougher- Fullback Steve Knight was the one bright eight- s ard Dougherts run built the leac.' it
ts a junior college transfer who heat out spot in the UMaine offense with 4S yards 35-0 and left a messy 1.-Maine aftermath lc
three year starter Greg Moore in the pre- rushing on just five carries Freshman tail- wonder how to idop the tornado lo: three
season - spearheaded a RI' attack that ran back Rob Jameson added 41 yards an nine more quarters
up 2h5 yards in the first quarter and found carries
the end PM(' on their first five posses- first points came on the opening Rlark Rear Notes ['Maine tunici7 tiL -
dove Al I -y ard TD run P's senior tailhack terha.-k 1 • in had hi, ,e,-ond
Zack Burwell I lh carries. 102 yards I made sectlio c,me ,• ,
for 3A0 vards„ and ran nine times for moth vt 74' one play after Dougherty found Car T a .atin.17,, •,. •,
er 6 vards (and three touchdowns in lead- nell Henderson fora 20yard completion on 2 IT. 7 hr., -
!rig th: Terriers II I , !o St,$ total yards. a big third-and-five situation
their hr.,. output in seven years and the Six -foot-five tight end Paul Franci,.:n
tourtI best ir, their histors Hocked a pant on the I Maine ten, set torman.',..
Ac got hit P's a tornado.- said ng up Dougherty s first ID run three a.ca,n.: Ft;
kions
rloarhert, completed 21 of 11 passes
24
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1993 Yankee Conference New England Outlook
Boston University Terriers
rt oach: 1)an Allen (4th year. 12-21).
•1092 Record: 3-8 overall. 2-6 in the l'e.
*Returning Starters: Offense/11. Defense/6.
•11(ey Players: Robert Dougherty, QB. Jr.. (JC transfer); Greg Moore. QR. Sr., (120-202,
1.211 'i'ds , 7 T1) in '92): Zach Burwell, RB. Sr.. (139-587, 4.2 Avg. 5 TD); Carnell
ilenderson, WR. Sr 147 Rec 507 lids .1 Tl)). Jason Andrade, WR. Sr.. (42 Rec , 561 Yds.,
4 TI)). John Schaefer. PE, Jr. 1134 tackles); John May., 1)F1, Jr (3 1N1'1
Outlook: With 17 starters plus two kicking specialists returning, the Terriers will field
primanh the same team that won it's last two games last season. so Allen and his statt have a
reason to he optimistic If BIL! can avoid getting out to a dreadful start like they have each of the
last three sears, this young- yet expenenced team could rally around junior college transfer
Dougherty and surpnse some onlookers But a had start will mean a had season--once again.
*Predicted Finish: I I th
•Terriers Fast Fact: Talk about ?ening out of the gate like a tortoise: BU has opened the
last three seasons t'90.'91,'92) with respective records of 1-4, 1-6 and 0-6.
University of Connecticut
Coach: Ton: Jackson 11th( year. so-.•:,2)
•1992 Record: 5-6 overaii. 4-4 in the N't'
*Returning Starters: Offense/7. Defense/8
-key Players: Zeke Rodgers. QB, So.. (66-148. 1.107 Yds .9 TD); Ed Long. RB. Jr.,
(163-90). 5 5 Avg 8 ID); WiItn Gilliard. RB. So. (107-679. 6.1 Avg 9 TD), Monte
Nowden. SE, So (10 Rec, 143 Yds • 1 TI)l. Paul Duckworth. DE. Sr. (83 tackles1. Jim
Reppt. LB. Sr. (83 tackksi. Scott Mitchell. CB. Sr. INT)
*Outlook: This team has accumulated more offensive firepower than the Soviets built up
dunng the Reagan Administration Rodgers impressed at quarterback in his freshman season
and reminded some of I'Maine signal caller Emilio ('olon-exciting and flashy. but mistake
prone He should improve with expenence. especially with the Huskies' excellent backfield
ol 1 one and Gilliard taking most ot the pressure oft It the At-fence led h‘ worth 3 mi
Reppi. an limit the opposition to less than 20 points per game. l'Conn will he in the YC's
upper crust come season's end
*Predicted Finish: 6th
*Huskies Fact Fact: Rodgers replaced in., umhent QB Tom IkSamo in the seventh game
ot anti led the Huskies to a 3-2 record the rest oh the sear
WSUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAMW
"SUBSTANCE ABUSE COUNSELORS"
Wellspring, Inc is seeking full time SUBSTANCE ABUSE COUNSELORS for its
Women's and Men's Halfway House programs These residential programs
serve clients, ages 18 and older, who are recovering from and dealing with
substance abuse issues Our Substance Abuse Counselors assist clients in
achieving their individual treatment goals, within a therapeutic communi-
ty, as they work to become self-supporting, productive members of society
and their community
The position requires
• Experience in substance abuse counseling, treatment
planning, case management, and the facilitation of
educational, vocational, insight, and feelings groups
" Knowledge of substance abuse and mental health issues,
dual-diagnosis, group dynamics, and therapeutic
community process
• Excellent listening, group interaction, C7ISIS intervention,
and communication skills
• LSAC preferred
• The abilitN to work weekend and even•no ch f!s
To express your interest in becoming a member of the
Wellspring Counseling Team please send your resume
accompanied by a cover letter to .
Marianne H. Pinkham
Human Resources Director
Wellspring, Inc
98 Cumberland Street
Bangor, Maine 04401
Wellspring, Inc. is a private non-profit organization that provides
residential and out patient services to adults adolescents and
families
AFFIRMAT7VE ACITOMIEQUAL OPPORTUIVITY EMPLOYER
September
"Steal Deals"!
Michelob Family
12 Packs
S6.99
Budweiser Family
12 Packs
ii
7.99-taz & deposit
Michelob Budweiser and
Super Big Gulp specials
(-teethe 9/ 1 /93 9/30/93
New Item!
Eggroll
790
Super
Big
Gulp©
690
Try our feature Slurpee
flavor of the month
Back to School Blue!
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 Mary) an. ranked ar Ow top 20, WV) a Flefferr of odter3 appeal In 1w m die serve warental pamittrice. With players like rietaivarr 's Lily Siva. Ricirnorid's Greg le& and RodRo-nhes, (Wain, 's &Vim Cokm ond RAM's Awn knighf knit a !kohl athleticism that the knew has rants seen lithe pat h's rwaransers, to be alma year for Pt" fans.
University of Maine
•l'ach: Jack Cosgrove 1st year)
•1992 Record: 6-5 overall, 4-4 in the YC
*Returning Starters: Offense/3. Defense/6.
*Key Players: FillillOColon. QB. Jr., (157-255. 1,823 Yds., 1371)).Ray Ban. TH. So„(57-266. 4.7 Avg., 2 TD), Rob Tubbs. RR. Jr. , (2-6, 3.0 Avg); Steve Cates, SE, Jr.. (21 Rec .. 246 Yds.
I 113); Frizell Davis. SE, Sr., (26 Rec.. 306 Yds.. 1 1131; Jernal Murph, LB, Sr., (94 tackles, 4
NT), Roc' Rs-tabor:1k LB, So., (19 tackles); Jed Vi'ehrman, DT, Sr.(53 tackles, 5 sacks).
*Outlook: Simply put, if the Black Bears are going to matcri last season's surprising
success. Colon has to step up and become one ot the premier quarterbacks in the conference.
He hasn't so far, posting a pair of subpar performances in the first two games. But with eight
offensive starters, including workhorse tailback Ben Sirmans, graduated, the intelligent,
hard-working junior is noss the focal point of 1 Maine's' offense Look for UMaine's offense
to open up more under former Black Bear QB ( 'osgrove 'c direction ; if Colon comes through
big. l'Maine will finish in the middle of the pack
•Predicted Finish: 10th
•Black Bears Fast Fact: Colon, only &junior, already ranks fourth on the Black Bears'
a T me passing list si,a2. 3.148 yards. kookie coach Cosgmve, an All-Conference quarter-
1TMaine in 1976. is fifth with 2.836 yards
University of Massachusetts
4'noch: Mike Hodges (2nd year, 7-3).
•1992 Record: '3 overall. 5-3 ia the
*Returning Starters: Offense/11. Defense/6.
*Key Players: Andress McNealy. QS, So.. (67- 1 50, 774 Yds. 4 11 INT); Rene
TB. So., (152-656,4.3 Avg., 7 11)1, Mike George, Hi. Sr..1,86-475. 5.5 Avg.. 2
TD. John Johnson. TB. Sr., (67-234, 3 5 Avg.. 4 11)1. Mane Perry. LB, Sr.. (68 tackles,
15 sacks), Scott .4ssencoa. LB. Sr., (84 tackles. 9 sacks). Matt Rartte, FS, Sr.. (5 INT).
*Outlook: Last season, one word described the l"Mass team defense The Minutemen
led the league in total defense (270 yards per game) and finished second in least pouts
allowed ; 15 1.). while All-YC linebacker Pen's piled up an amazing 15 sacks Perry returns
to lead what once again will he a strong group. and this season the Minutemen shouki have
a potent offense too Conference Rookie of the Year Ingoglia. a tailback. joins felloo
sophomore McNeill) in leading a unit that returns every starter from '92 With a 1.t1le luck.
the Minutemen could go unbeaten in the Ness England division
•Predicted ';rd
•Minutemen Fact Fact: Senior John Johnson. the 1990 Yankee Conference Rookie of
the Year. is listed as the No 2 tailback on the I 'Mass depth chart behind the 1992 kr)yr
winner, sophornore Rene lngoglia
University of New Hampshire
Wench: Bill Bowes (22nd year, 136-78-5).
•1992 Record: 5-5-1 overall, 3-5 in the YC.
*Returning Starters: Offense/6, Defense/10.
▪ Players: Jim Stayer. QB. Jr., (165-286, 2,200 Yds.. II TI)); A worn Smith. 1B,
Jr (68-360. 5.3 Avg.. 3 1171). David Gamble, WR, Sr.. (46 Rec.. 737 Yds.. 3 TM: Bob
Jordan. DR. Sr., (7 INT): Jim Concannon, DI), Jr . (59 tackles, 4 sacks): Warren Armes. LB.
Jr., (82 tackles).
*Outlook: LINH's 5-5-1 record in 1992 was a disappointment, especially following a
tremendously successful 9-3 mark the previous yew . Veteran Wildcat coach Bill Bowes
looks at last season as an aberration and believes his team will return to their 1991 form, but
Bowes him the tough task of replacing three former All YC perfor over s - linebacker Dwayne
Gordon. ceenerback Greg Lewis and tailback Bacry Bourassa Their replacements-Steve
Shamany, Wes Mills and Smith. respectively-better do credible imitations of their
predecessors if Bowes goal of a league championship is to come true
-Predicted FInksh: 7th.
-Wildcats Fast Fact: Fortner 1.TNH linehackr; Dwayne Cii'sê,n a first learn Al: Y('cboice
year ago. Ilei4111t the only player from the Yankee Conference selected in the 1993 NFL Draft
when the Miami Dolphins picked him in the 8th round lie is noss with the Atlanta Falcons
University of Rhode Island
*Coach: Floyd Keith (1st year)
•1992 Record: 1-10 overall, 0-8 in the Y(
*Returning Starters: OfTenser, Defense/5.
•Kry Players: Tony Squitien,Q13, Jr., (144-301 1.958 Yds .11 10), Kevin Quinn. FB.
Jr (128-562, 44 Avg. 4 113). Shundell Hicks...Ili-Wk. Jr. (78-384. 49 Avg., 1 TD),
Arthur D'Ercole. W R. Sr., i2l Rec., 289 Yds. 1113). Gregg Hoffman. S-K, Sr.. (67 tackles,
3 TNT), Dave Slattery.  LB. Sr., (7: tackles).
*Outlook: Keith looks Ic, rebuild a ream rhar Icier ell rtsgii its YC games lam :season
and allowed 30 or more points in 7 ol its 11 contests Thirty-six returning lettermen
brighten the hopes somewhat, but with the exception of gutsy QB Squarer and the speedy
Hicks there really isn't much natural talent on this team. It's going to he a fess more years
before the Rams can even think about contending
•Predicted Finish: 12th.
*Rants Fast Fact: Keith takes over the program fmrn longtime head coach Bob Griffin.
who amassed a 79-107-1 record in 17 years at 'RI
-CHAD FINN
Combination Platters
.411 /tow with P•04 Fnevi h i.e .4pienizen sea tr, tiwrelltrwilia
tiowerie houirrs, :iNcfrros Main lerresai no. or Rewire RI1T/
I Chisken Chou Mein $5 95
2 Poet (Isms Mein 59S
3 Shrimp Cho% Mein 695
4 Beef or Chicken with Chinese S'egeralsk, 7.25
S Beet-Chou Mem $95
6 Ron: Pori or Chicken Egg Fon Young 595
7 Pepper Steak with Onion 7.25
R Bowlers Ribs 7.25
• tt,ast Net with 'hinese t'egetable 7.25
10 Shrimp with Lobster Sauce 
 7.95
11 Mon Goo Gai Pan 7.25
12 Sweet and Sow Prwi or Chicken 695
13 Sweet and Sour Shnmp 795
14 Rens-soh with Chicken or Beef 715
15 Is, Mein with Chicken or Pork 695
16 Chicken estf. Mack Sean Sauce 725
17 Bean Sprouts with Chicken or Pork 
 
695
IA Hot and Sp.-% Reef, Siechuan Style 715
19 Chicken, Reef, or Pork with Garbs Sauce' 
 
7.25
20 Shrimp with BrOCC013  7,95
21 Broccall with Garbs Sauce' 
 
5.95
22 Chicken ssrth Alninnd or Cashew Nun 
 
795
23 ()iced Chicken, Srechuan Style' 7.25
24 Cum Chicken or Beet with Onion' 7.25
25 Reet or Chicken with SOO. Pea Prxls 7.50
25 Hunan Chicken. Port or Beef' 7.25
Chef's Lunch Special
Teriyaki Beet , 2), Boneless Rihn, Chicken Fingen 121, Older
Wings , 2. Pork Fried Rice 7.95
21l Fried Shnmp, Ronelen Ribs Egg Roll, Olititen Wings (2),
Port Fried Rice . 795
20 Egg Roll, Chicken Fingers i 2', Chicken Wings 12 ,. Terwaki
Reef .2 i, Port Fried Race " 95
30 Tenrak: Beef, 21, Egg Rr-.11. Chicken Wings ,21. N.M.". Bits.
Pork Fried Race 7 OS
31 Teriyaki Reef 12 I, Egg Rrill, Chicken Paws (2i, "WIC"
Ribs, Pork Fried Race ... OS
32 Fried Shrimp, lioneiesi Ribs. Chicken Fingers (2), Chicken
Wings , 2 ), Port Fried Rice
• live mai spin
Enter
into
•
7 Oak Street, Orono
866-7344 or 866-5844
Swain threwg* Anna 'law, Mrtii
Fri* *nark Setimin '7gs
Call Us, We Deliver!
Special Luncheons
ven :Us fn./T. I r/, 4prr.
.411 arm rob Pere Fried /tut or Strewed Rice moil .4ppenr
Nei, slow, Wafthrge. 4fp PM, Piet mu '.err soup. Es.
()nchro. hwy., 5 , (7r.them Wota3 2
1 ChKten Chou Mon
2 Shrimp Chem Men'
3 Sweet and Sour Pork or Chasten
4 Bean Sprouts with Chicken or Pork
5 In Mon with Chicken or Pork ..
6 Chinese Vegetable with Chicken Roast Perk Or Serf
7 Pepper Steak with
8 Egg Foe Young with Pork or Chicken
9 Vegetable Delight
10. %rimy Intoner Sauce 
11 Rtrieiess Ribs
12 Ch.-'ter with Almonds OT
A Hunan Stele Chicken re Bee'
B. Spici Broccoli with Garbs Silk"( •
C Mon Goo Gra Pan
• SIVeet and Sour Shnmi
E Hot and Specs Sreshuan Beef'
F Twice-Coated Pork'
G Kung Re Chisten•
H Shnmp wit/ Broccoli
K Garbs Cause with Chicken or Beef'
1 Sesame Chicken'
M Rrnornli with Reef or Chicken
$4 2.,
4 SI
42)
42'
4.25
4 5(
4 SC
  415 
 425
Chsd's Lunch Special
II Terwaki Reel, Rmielres Ribs, Chicken Finger, Chicker
Port Fried RIC(
14 Fried Shrimp. Boneless Ribs, Egg Roll, Chicken Wing, Pon.
Fried RJCC 5 .7
IS Egg ills:ken Finger, Chicken Wing Tem-aki Rec
Fried Rirr
16 Teriyaki Reef. Egg Roll, Chicken Wing. Boneless Ribs
Fried Rise
17 Terwaki Beet, Egg Roll. Chicken Finger. Boneless
Fried Rice
IR Fried Shrimp. Boneless RIM, Outten Finger. Chicker
Port Fnes RTC(
H411
26
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• UMaine women's soccer
Maine native Briggs comes back to haunt Black Bears
York high gad scores Ve
By John Black
Sports Writer
The Unisersity of Vermont Cata-
mounts constant pressure wore down a
slow starting Unisersity of Maine wom-
en's soccer team at Alumni Field Sunday
afternoon.
1. VM struck twice in the first halt as
they went on to the1-0 win met the Black
Bears
Maine native Kristen Briggs got the
Catamounts (2-2 overall, 1-0 North At-
lantic Conference) on the board 5:10 into
the contest, taking a Knsten Murphy pass
and drilling it pact UMaine keeper Alli-
son Snooks into the upper right hand
_
rinoilt goal iii 3-0 UMaine
corner
'I called for the hall. gatheird it in v. ith
my !eft foot tapped it to my right and put
everything into it. Briggs, a graduate of
York High School. said .,1 her firki goal of
the season
The Catamounts continued the attack
striking again 2.3 47 into the halt w hen Liz
Grote snuck into the penalty area to head
in a centering pass. Kelly Desmond and
Cnssy Riley assisted on the goal
The Catamounts could base put the
Black Bears (0-3. 0-11355a,5 only to has e
Joanne (jesselin's shot hit the crossbar
1111 39 35 to play
UMatne's best opportunity of the sec-
ond halt came w ith 113.08 remaining schen
The
Student
Academic
Conference
Travel Fund
for Under
g•acluote
tJQenswih
Mid kc
comae* •,()r,
the academic
year. This ftsid serves
LOCIIIOnlial Ouch**
who need financial asestance
tor travel to meetings/conferences
of an academic nature Applications must t.•
submitted to It* Office of Academic Affairs
(209 Alumn. Hall) by„facialwaana. Money wi be aw
travel tad%)
place been
October 5, Ion
and 004 Applications
can be from Carole Gcrine! of
1he C"ice of Academic
Affairs, 209 Alumni NaIl
or by calling X1-1617.
.7-AllIZEAMIA111
Think Quick
CUFFS QUICK REVIEWS
When you need help preparing for a test. think Quick Cliffs
Quick Reviews are the new study guides from the leader
study guides Cliffs Notes
Cliffs Quick Review guides are written to
understanding of introductory collev
courses They are perfect for use as general
course notes arid for review before quizzes.
midterms arid finals
Do better in the classroom, and on paper,
and tests with Cliffs Quick Reviews
(DEALER IMPRINT AREA
loss
Rachel Ryan drilled the rebound of a Sha-
ron Roth w ell shot into the goalpost.
It scas the firm of two post,. the Black
Bears would hit.
"I thought we had four really good
opportunities to score. " UMaine coach
Diane Boettcher said
Vermont capped the scoring in the sec-
ond halt when Goccelin took a Briggs
pass. broke tree, and put a shot past
sprawled out UMaine keeper Kim Wat-
son.
Despite the w in UVM Head Coach
John Caner thinks his Catamounts can
play belle'
"I was pleased w ith the goals and shots
e had."( arter said "We did make come
mental mi,ial.s "
tarter s anted fus tcam to pay spec ial
attention tol1Maine midfielders Christina
Contardo and Jennifer Farina
"Putting (Jennifer) Marsette on Con-
tardo helped hut we weren't able to con-
trol Farina qie way I would base liked,"
Carter said
The game w as the second in as many
days for the ilack Bears t•Maine fell I -0
to the Brow n Bruins on Saturda in a
game played at Pros idence. R I
Ttya Eggan of Maine breaks away dur-
ing Sunday's actior 1. (Kiesow photo.)
• Review
UMaine athletes in the news
By Chris DeBeck
Sports Writer
Several Li nc ersity ot Maine athletes
made nes., s during the summer months with
..ome slar1,n rn arren and .'then' step
ping into stamng roles
BM Swift a big reason the San Fran
154.'0 Giants h .se lead the Naucinal League
West for most of the year Swift, as of this
ssnting. %tat a 3 18 ERA. walking
only 411 in 201 :nnings
Mae Bort' iek. after a slow start, is now
hau:ng 2h4t for the Oakland As Afiel
being m's co or in the batting order Bordick
started to raise his as-et-age while alst pr‘ •
siding his usual sparkling defence
Dan Jones following h.s release by the
Cleveland Ftrow ns. made the Cincinnati
Bengal, roster as an offensive lineman and
,:ok :Anon sersuc Indianapolis Sunday
Paul Karry a arta Chris lines were drafted
In Me VIII amateur draft Kama Is) Anaheim
and Imes h Flonda Karma was the focrth pick
overall. white Imes% as a 1/4upplcrnenial choice
Sec NEWS on page 28
The Maine ('amp'
• UMaine fiell
Casta
By Colleen Rya
Sports Writer
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• UMaine field hockey
Castonguay, Elkarich lead UMaine past UNB 2-1
On a breezy Saturday afternoon. the
University. of Maine field hockey team
pulled out its first home victory of the
season, a 2-1 win over the Univets4y of
New Brunswick Red Devils
The young (they have just two %COIN'S
Black Beats are off to a good start season
Yesterday's win follows last weekend's
2-0 shutout win over the Buck nell Univer-
sity Bison. The goals came front first-year
midfielder Annie Elkanich with an assist
from junior midfielder Michelle Gallan
and sophomore forst ard Jody Castonguay
put one into the cage from sophomore
midfielder Wendy DuBois.
Junior goalkeeper Mary Lou Winstel
tied the ('Maine record for shutouts with
13 in the Bucknell win.
In the k ictotS over the Red Devils, the
Black Bears toughs hard on the offense,
ith aggressive play hy DuBois and se-
nior torts ard Cheryl Bonne II . The detense
was great too, with Winstel continually
coming up with acrobatic saves
NB put the first tally on the hoard
with a penalty stroke by Jost Babineau at
the 15.00 mark in the first half Babineau
put the ball over Winstel's nght shoulder
high into ;he top corner
That put the Red ['resits up 1-0. hut
Maine bounced hack and fought hard for
the rest of the game
Two minutes later in first half the Black
Bears were ass arded a penalty stroke First-
sear ',slayer Dawn Porter took the stroke
hut it was blocked by the ('NB goalkeeper
Krista Harris Earris guessed right as it
seemed she knew where the hall was go-
ing
At the end of the hall UMaine was
down I -0 and they knew the would have
to tight back to overcome a defeat
Fi‘e minutes int•1 the second half, the
Black Bears had another chance to put a
score on the hoard ard tie the game up
At the 30 OR mark 11Maine was au ard-
ed another penalty stroke because DuBois
was tripped up as she was entering the
orcle
Gallan took the stroke and .neri to put
the hall past Harris' right but was unsuc-
cessful. Harris dove to the right and
blocked the shot The score was still . 0
Red Devils.
Then at the 15.25 mark of the second
half, the Black Bears started to growl and
got their offense moving Junior forward
Jenni Stinchcomb pushed the haii up the
field and got it to Elkanich who flipped it
past Harris to tie the game at I -1 That
goal was Elkanich's second career goal at
UMaine
('NB started to get frustrated as the
Black Bears kept applying 0 e pressure
while looking for its second v c-tory
With just over a minute ti play . the
Black Boars got forceful Elkant ti crossed
the hail to Castonguay who put the ball into
the net for the winning goal 17 the 2-1
victory I, Maine is now 2-0 on th-- season
UMaine will play again on September
13 at Lengyel Field versus LaSs Jr I ni
versity Game tone at 2:30
UMaine's Cheryl Bonner takes a swipe at the hall whii,t two tii4p
give chase (Kiesow photo)
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Several UMaine athletes make the news froni page 26
Teammate Jim !Montgomery signed
ith the St I outs Blues and Eric Fenton
signed with the Portland Pirates. the Amer-
ican Hocke, I eague affiliate of the Vi ash
ington Capitals
!Mark Sweeney after making the Class
A ('alifornta league Southern 1)0,i...ion all
star team uith Palm Spnngs (Angles). v. a%
promoted to a A !Midland of the Texas
league SU ft' TIC N is hitting 'lf% in c I games.
unit `) homers and 12 RBI
Sr-seta' members of the baseball team
also started their professional careers
Among them are Chad White I A sicoo,
Gabe Duren% (Cub'), Justin Tomberlin
(IS% ins ‘. Sean Tobin (Orioles), and Jason
Rnjotte ( A's) Tomeberlin u ill return II,
'Maine to help the hockey team defend it's
national title
Se% en past and current members of the
e hockes team made the S Olympii
hockes team. uhich plan s in I illehammtn.
Noru as ;,est l'ebruar s Garth Snow. Mike
Dunham. Chris Imes, Matt Marlin, Chris
Ferraro and Peter Ferraro earned spots on
the squad Chris Ferraro lead the team in
scoring dunng a recent European tour uith
tun goals and I 0 assists in 10 g ames Kan s a
u ill plan for the Canadian national squad
during the games
Coaching move: also took place during
the CUMIller Scott Atherrly became the
head soccer coach vs hen Jim Dyer stepped
do% n to become the associate athletic direc-
tor fix internal operations Dyer remains
with tie soccer program as assistant coach
Mike Jankultdd moved on. accepting an
assistant men's hackeihall coaching post at the
'nisersits (4 Miami Fsostt Bemire will aSSI.11111:
Jaskulski•s spot on Rudy- Keeling's stall
• A baseball legend
Twins beat the hero on Nolan's Day; Winfield sits -Iut
By Ben Walker
AP Baseball Writer
AR: INti TON. Texas( AP) There u as
Nolan Ran k's illiamc Insm Wichita 'Falls
There %sr. Nolan Joel Ran from Balch
Springs And. Ulm :re the Cxxxiught hrnth-
ers. Nolan and Rs an. from Dallas
'Ver. they came from all over Texas. tots
and teen-agers and those in their 20s. more
than lflflinallasdallnamedNr'ulan,ocRsan
berth They came to Arlington Stadium on
F.undas along the rest of a sellout crowd. to
honor the man himself and see him pitch on
Nolan Ran Appreciation D'JO
'He's my favorite said Nolan flame
BouchtlIon. 5, from Plano "Moots because
he has the same name as
To he tannest. Nolan Ryan.. lutk -known
first name is Lynn. but that realls didn't
matter, especialls on this sunns afternoon
h v. as Rs an's das frneti the time the Alvin
High School hand strove in from his home
tour or the Ran F %precis% as to entertain
before the game to the Toes h the future Hall
01 Earner SS as to give glow AO minutes after
the Tesas Rangers planed Minnesota the
loins' Dave Winfield, four hits auas from
.11(111. sat out the game because he didn't us ant
to intrude on Rs an's das
For Ryan. the fanfare u as fine, as long as
it did nor interfere uith his main job The
Rangers are in a pennant race for the tint time
in their history. and Ry an wanted to extend
their six-game winning streak and close the 3
1t2-game gar on ('hit-ago in the AL West
Ryan retching for the first time since a
pulled muscle in his olicage put him VIC the
disabled list Aug 23 for the third time this
season. went 52-3 innings and left after David
Mc-Carts 's two-run double made it 4-1 As
usual, his pitches were in the 40s. mati-hing
the temperature Facing a It neur that it luded
five players horn after he made his max
league debut in 1966 oath the Neu York
Mets. Ryan struck out three, ualked for and
gave up four hits
Rs an threu 102 pitches and left to his final
standing ovation He tipped his car and the
crowd called for him to come out of the
dugout. but he did not
This was. according to Texas tentative
plans. the nest-us-last time the 46 year old
Rs an would pitch at home He's scheduled to
start to ice more on the road before making the
last start of his 27- --as.on career in the final
week of Arlington Stadium's hictors
This crowd Caine IN tva RI oath mans us edi
mg No M Rs an jersess and others %searing 1
shirts showing 3 picture ofhim heating up Robin
kenn. wa earlier this Reason The fans marred up
the special Nolan Ryan Day programs and took
turns seeing how fast they could dram% at the
Sreed-Ball machines see up nearby-
There were, though, a feu ratios seats
The NFL champion Dallas Cowboys were
playing Buffalo in a Super Bowl rematch a
feu miles down the mad in Ining. and in
Texas, fall usually means football
That didn't stop Danny Darwin from com -
mg He's one of a dozen or so of Ryan's
former teammate's to name a child after the
future Hall of Earner Darwin get the day ofl
fnwn the Red Sox to attend the ceremonies
and so did Boston teammate Roger Clemens,
who grew up near Houston milting for Ryan
They were ruled hy the catchers who
caught the first six of Ry an's seven no-hmers,
several of Rs an' s milestone strikeout %h.:um,
and fellou 100-game %sinner Gaylonf Perrs
There %sac his high school coach, the scout
who signed him to his first pro contract and
rrpersentatis - of major league baseball
lien Sands Koufas. 'Farris seen at sush
publi. esents. put in an appearance_ lhe only
no-show among the scheduled celebrities is as
Reggie Jackson. who -ited a family illness
Ry an•s wife. Ruth. led a pnression ot
about Si') family members She was given a
g.s! -and -diamond bracelet and a trip to a spa
in An7ona. uhik the u hok famils was given
a % &cation in the Virgin Islands
Ryan. meanwhile, was given two Long-
horn StreiN hi the Rangers players Ryan
would like to miler to a cattle ranch, although
come of his fans have ocher ideas.
Dunng a made of banners around the
o arning track before the game. a couple of
signs suggested Ryan run for governor Rang-
ers general partner Creywye W Bush, son of
the former president. is considrisd a leading
contender for the governor's yob. But. at least
on this day . maybe even he would've voted
for Ryan. too
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